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Preface
Many people move around the country and lose contact with their
roots; some children grow up knowing little of their family history
or the lives of their forebears. Fortunately the Internet has
changed all that; nowadays anyone with a computer connected
to the Internet can easily trace their family's journey through time.

This book starts off with an overview of the process of tracing
your roots online, followed by a description of the hardware and
software needed. The study of family history can benefit greatly
when people pool their information electronically with others of
the same name; this is covered in Chapter 3 together with the
creation of a family tree using freely available online software.

Much information can be obtained about people and places using
a search engine such as Google, described in Chapter 4;
additional features such as Google Maps and Google Street
View can provide accurate pictures of your family's places of
origin which you may not be able to visit in person.

At the heart of online family history are the various genealogy
Web sites. Chapter 5 gives an outline of the main features of
some of the well-known sites. These enable you to search the
official registers of births, marriages and deaths and the national
censuses taken between 1841 and 1911. There are also
specialist military and migration records and directories giving the
location of early parish records and Bishops' Transcripts.

Later chapters describe searches of actual census records; also
births, deaths and marriages and ships' passenger lists. The
viewing of original records is also described, together with the
ordering of copies of birth, death and marriage certificates.

The official records for Scotland are accessed separately by the
ScotlandsPeople Web site and this is discussed in Chapter 7.

This book is by the same author as the best-selling and highly
acclaimed "Computing for the Older Generation" (BP601).
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Entering Web Site Addresses
The study of family history using the Internet, relies heavily on the
use of dedicated genealogy Web sites. Each of these sites has its
own unique address on the Worldwide Web. Some of the most well
known sites include findmypast.co.uk, Ancestry.co.uk, FreeBMD,
and The National Archives. The reader may be confused because
some sites are known only by their Web addresses (listed on page
8) while others use a shortened form, such as FreeBMD or Genuki.

To open a particular Web site, the address is typed into the address
bar at the top of your Web browser. Most people use the Internet
Explorer browser, as shown below.

j Hotmail, Free (Mile News, Sport, Musk, Movies

www.findmypast.co.uk

The full Web address in this example (also known as a URL or
Uniform Resource Locator) is actually :

http://www.findmypast.co.uk

However, in practice you can normally omit the http://www part of
the address and simply enter into the address bar:

findmypast.co.uk

Please also note that some Web addresses use capital letters or a
mixture of capitals and lower case in their names. For example,
Ancestry.co.uk and FreeBMD. However, it's normal to use only
lower case letters when typing in the address bar, such as:

freebmd.org.uk

Finally, always make sure you have the correct full domain name
including the type of Web site and country. For example, entering
ancestry.co.uk into the address bar opens a completely different
Web site from ancestry.com. If you don't have the full address of a
Web site, try entering what you know of the name into Google - this
may produce a clickable link which will then open the Web site.



Conventions Used in this Book
Words which appear on the screen in menus, etc., are shown in
the text in bold, for example, Save As.

Certain words appear on the screen using the American
spelling, such as Disk rather than the British Disc, for example.
Where the text refers directly to an item displayed on the
screen, the American spelling is used.

Mouse Operation
Throughout this book, the following terms are used to describe
the operation of the mouse:

Click

A single press of the left-hand mouse button.

Double-click

Two presses of the left-hand mouse button, in rapid succession.

Right -click

A single press of the right-hand mouse button. Right -clicking an
object on the screen, such as a picture, normally displays a

"context -sensitive- pop-up menu with options re'evant to the
selected object.

Drag and Drop

Keep the left-hand or right-hand button held down and move
the mouse. before releasing the button to transfer a screen
object to a new position.

Further Reading
If you enjoy reading this book and find it helpful, you may be
interested in the companion book by the same author, An
Introduction to the Internet for the Older Generation
(BP711) from Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd and available
from all good bookshops. (ISBN 978-0-85934-711-2)



Genealogy Online

Introduction
Tracing your family h story (or genealogy as it's more formally
known), has never been more popular. The Internet has
undoubtedly made the task much easier; thanks to Web sites
such as findmypast.co.uk and Ancestry.co.uk, we now have
instant access to millions of records, without ever leaving home.
These records are based on the censuses from 1841 to 1911
and the Civil Registers of births, marriages and deaths from
1837 onwards. Another advantage of tracing your ancestors
online is that you can get in touch with relatives anywhere in the
world and rapidly pool your information. Old photographs such
as the one below showing my wife's father, aunt and uncles
around 1930 can convey a lot of information about earlier times.
These pictures can be scanned and the images sent by e-mail
anywhere in the world, arriving in seconds. This subject is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.



1 Genealogy Online

You may find that some of your relatives have already created a

family Web site. In my family, Mark Gatenby had already created
a very comprehensive site with several family trees including my
own. To this I was able to add my wife Jill and our sons David
and Richard, circled in red on the right below. Also circled is my
father's brother Harold Heslop Gatenby who emigrated to
Canada. Through the ship's passenger lists in findmypast.co.uk I
found the voyage which took Harold to Canada from Liverpool as
a 22 year old, before starting his own prodigious Canadian family
tree, which occupies the lower half of the family tree below.
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Through a dialogue which developed via e-mail and various
message boards. I made contact with my cousin John Lansdale
Gatenby, listed on the left above, who I had not seen for over 40
years. He had travelled extensively visiting relatives in New
Zealand and Canada and shared with me his family knowledge
and photographs. This included information about two uncles,
Harold and Ronald. brothers of my father, who I had never met.
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Genealogy Online 1

Why Trace Your Family History?
Many people have left their roots behind to live in distant cities
and perhaps work in high pressure jobs in the modern world.
They may find it reassuring to trace their family back to earlier
times, when their relatives were part of a strong traditional
community with a slower and simpler lifestyle.

My own purpose initially was to find out about grandparents who
died before I was born, I was very surprised to discover that my
maternal grandfather was born and bred in Scotland. My wife
was curious to find about her forebears around the village of
Flash in the Staffordshire
Moorlands, the highest settlement
in England, if not Britain, as
sometimes claimed. As a result of
our Internet searches we were
able to visit my wife's ancestors'
ruined homestead in a remote but
beautiful area of the Peak District.

peak National Park

FLASH
Highest village in Br tain

1518 feet

[Please drive carefully]
r.

Some people may want to trace their roots to find out if they were
connected to royalty or a famous adventurer, perhaps. You might
equally find some unwelcome skeletons in the cupboard -
perhaps a notorious criminal or murderer if you're very unlucky.

If you're related to someone famous (or infamous) for whatever
reason, a search carried out after typing your name into Google,
as shown below, is certain to yield a wealth of information.

Go( )gle John Shakespeare

Search the web  pages from the UK

Search

However, everyone should be able to find plenty of information
about their own family because of the enormous volume of data
available on the Internet from the Civil Registers, (births, deaths
and marriages from 1837) and also national censuses, parish
records and Web pages provided by various organisations.

3



1 Genealogy Online

What Can You Find Out About Your Family?
Searches using your home computer can yield some very
interesting results. Here are some possible outcomes, based on
our own research using the Internet:

Finding out about relatives you never met, either alive
or deceased, at home or overseas.

Learning about ancestors' occupations, :heir homes,
lifestyles and the area where they lived.

Using census data to find out about family members
and how they moved around the country. Obtaining
copies of original census records.

Knowing the address of a house, etc., finding out who
lived there at the time of various censuses.

Meeting up in person with long lost cousins and other
relatives; communicating by e-mail, including free live
video calls, anywhere in the world.

Visiting the houses where ancestors once lived.

Ordering copies of birth, marriage and death
certificates and in some cases, wills.

Joining online forums on the Internet where people can
post requests for help in finding relatives and exchange
information with others having the same surname.

Constructing a family tree, using everyday office
software and also using dedicated family tree software.

Developing a sense of belonging to an area where your
forebears lived, a spiritual home which may be far away
from your present address.

Helping children to understand their family background.

Perhaps developing a more open-minded attitude if you
find you have connections to people or places which
were previously alien to you.

4



Genealogy Online 1

Sources of Information
After deciding which line of the family you wish to explore, you
might adopt the following approaches to find information:

Traditional Methods

Talk to other members of your family and consult any
existing information already at hand, such as birth,
marriage and death certificates. These will give dates and
places of birth, details of parents and occupations.

Visit churches and consult parish records, if available.

Visit County Archives, Register Offices, etc., where parish
and other records are kept on microfilm.

Using an Internet Search Engine

Enter your family surname or the name of an individual into a
search engine such as Google; you may find some useful
information straightaway. Search engines such as Google and
Bing are discussed in detail later in this book.

Searching the Civil Registers on the Internet
Explore individual members of your family using a genealogy
Web site such as findmypast.co.uk, Ancestry.co.uk and

FreeBMD etc., (discussed shortly). These will allow you to trace
Civil Registrations of births, deaths and marriages from 1837
onwards and enable you to order copies of certificates online (but
delivered by the traditional letter post.)

Searching the National Censuses on the Internet

Some genealogy Web sites give access to the National
Censuses, recorded every 10 years from 1841-1911. These list
all occupants of a particular address at the time of the census,
together with their age, date and place of birth and occupation.
Copies of original census forms together with more legible
transcripts can be viewed and printed. The initial searching is
often free but you normally have to pay for transcripts and copies
of original documents.

5



1 Genealogy Online

Genuki is a huge Web site compiled by hundreds of volunteers. It
contains a multitude of links to Web sites and contact details for
other organisations and individuals holding family information
such as parish records and occupations for the UK and Northern
Ireland, accessible by counties. In some cases CDs are available
containing thousands of records.
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Online Forums

Some Web sites such as Ancestry.co.uk, host online forums or
message boards where you can leave questions asking for
information about relatives. These are then read and, if you're
lucky, replied to by people with your own surname.
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Genealogy Web Sites
Try typing the word genealogy into an Internet search engine
such as Google, as shcwn below. When you click the Search
button a very long list of links to Web sites appears.
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Click any of the blue. underlined links such as Search Your
Genealogy below to have a look at the various Web sites.

Search Your Genealogy
www ancestry co uk.Genealogy Over 820 Million records

On the right-hand side of the list
of search results shown above
is a column headed Sponsored
Links. These are companies or
organisations who have paid to
have their links included near
the top of any searol- results
involving genealogy Web sites.

sponsored Links

Complete 1841-1911 Census
Find your past at the only website
with full Census records 1841-1911
FindMyPast co uk/Census

Find your Scots Ancestors
Scottish Ancestors? Find them with
Scotland's leading researchers
www ScottishRoots corn
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1 Genealogy Online

Examples of Popular Genealogy Web Sites:
Ancestry.co.uk

Claimed to be the largest collection of UK family records.

www.ancestry.co.uk

Findmypast.co.uk

Census records every 10 years from 1841 to 1911. Other records
including births, deaths and marriages and there is also free
software to create a family tree.

www.findmypast.co.uk
Genuki

This is a very large collection of genealogical records compiled
by volunteers and covering various areas of the UK. Includes
church, military and occupation records and also censuses.

www.genuki.org.uk
FreeBMD

Free Internet access to obtain copies of birth, death and
marriage certificates for the period 1837-1983.

www.freebmd.org.uk

ScotlandsPeople

Over 80 million Scottish records covering Births, Marriages,
Deaths and Census and Parish Records.

www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk
FAMILYSEARCH

A Web site set up by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter -Day
Saints. Provides free searching of millions of records and also
free software for creating family trees.

www.familysearch.org

The National Archives

The Government's own archives containing millions of official
records. www.national archives.gov.uk

8



2
Essential Hardware
and Software

The Computer
The work for this book is based on a PC computer running the
Microsoft Windows 7 operating system. However, any computer
manufactured in the last few years and any version of Windows
will be more than adequate for this work. It's always a good idea
to buy a machine with the fastest processor (CPU) and as much
memory (RAM) as you can afford. A netbook or laptop computer
will allow you to carry out your research from a your favourite
armchair; using a desktop machine could banish you to a spare
room or, in my case, a home office (i.e. shed), in the garden.

The Internet Connection
An Internet connection is essential for this work; Ideal y you
should have a fast broadband connection provided by a wireless
router or access point. A router is very often provided free when
you subscribe to an Internet Service Provider such as BT. The
wireless router allows several computers to access a single
Internet connection without the need to run cables around your
home. If you are using an earlier dial -up Internet connection you
can still do the necessary work to trace your family history but it
will just take a little longer to find the information.

Further Help

More details on choosing and setting up a computer on the
Internet are given in our companion book "Getting Started in
Computing for the Older Generation - Windows 7

Edition" (BP 717) from Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd,
ISBN 978-0-85934-717-4, available from most bookshops.

9



2 Essential Hardware and Software

The Printer
The printer is an essential part of any computer system and this
is especially true for exploring your family history. You will
probably want to build up your own word -processed notes and
files of paper records, to be studied offline.

A great deal of material can be printed while you are online to the
Internet. This includes copies of original census documents
showing the occupants of certain households as shown below.
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As shown above, these can be difficult to read and it's normally
possible to print a more legible transcript in a modern typeface as
shown in the extract below.

Address:
County:

Nome

Cross Side, Quainford
Staffordshire

Birth Occupation ,
mailmen (midmost Sex Age rear Oisobility Where Bone

BRUNT, lames Head Married N 45 1836 Farmer Of 44 Acres Of Land °minify:int
Staffordshire

BRUNT, Margaret Wife Named F 36 1845 Farmer Wife Faytheldhead
Staffordshire

BRUNT, Sarah Mother Widow F 78 1803 Annuitant Rene Farmer Quainford
Staffordshire

10



Essential Hardware and Software 2

It's usually possible to print any documents that appear on the
screen. This includes the Civil Registers (lists of births, marriages
and deaths, etc.) from 1837 and also the National Censuses from
1841-1911. Birth, marriage and deaths certificates don't normally
appear on the screen - only reference numbers or indexes.

fmarnyp4st.co..ic Birth, Marriage &Death Original Image Record - %roans frame Explorer

findmypast.cOmk

Marriages from period Jan -Feb -Mar 1904
BRULS, Alphones Joseph BULLEN, William George

findrnypast.co.uk standard WNW

Remaining credits
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In the example above James Brunt's marriage certificate could
be ordered using the dates above and the information below:

Thum. Evelyn Mulls .
Goorip Ararat .. Watford 8 a. 871
.1 maw Ashburn. 71), 849

The indexes 7b 849 shown above enable you to order a copy of
the marriage certificate online, to be sent in the normal post.

Extracts from parish records, etc., displayed on the screen as
shown below, can be printed on paper for other people to view.

Quannford Perish ReffIstur
Those estracts relate to NolinscIsugin resrdents only

Boptuome Burwl S Marriages of Hal hneclough residents 1744 -60

Ftret Name Relatusnshro Surname Abode Date Year

Mary Daughter of Wiliam Sellars bconisolls breen 21" too 1744

A Ann

Jones Son of Eteorgo 6 Merlin Wood Cold -Show 9'' Jo, 1741

Teri 27" 1741 John Synth of Lsrgoor eS Mary Brunt of Cold -Show were mar 'red

Feb 21°1745 Wol ham boot:turn of Quarnford S Sorel, Moor of &embolic were warmed



2 Essential Hardware and Software

A good printer for this type of work is a multi -function inkjet or
laser printer. An inkjet printer can be bought for under £50 and a

set of four cartridges can be obtained for around £10 if you shop
around on the Internet. A wireless printer will allow you to print
documents on paper from a computer anywhere in your home -
especially useful if you have mobility problems.

The Scanner
Apart from printing text and pictures from the computer screen
onto paper, the multi -function printer also acts as a photocopier
and a scanner. Separate "flatbed" scanners are also available
starting at around £50. Scanning is useful for copying old
photographic prints and storing the images on your hard disc.
The print below shows my wife's family farm around 1930.

Once they are stored on your computer, photographs can be:

Enhanced in a program like Adobe Photoshop
Elements, to remove scratches or change contrast and
brightness, etc.

Sent to relatives as e-mail attachments.

Posted to Web sites and "blogs" i.e. online diaries.

Included in any family history documents you produce,
such as family trees.
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Essential Hardware and Software 2

Essential Software
Microsoft Windows

Most computers are controlled by the Microsoft Windows
operating system and this book has been prepared using the
latest version, Windows 7. Most of the material in this book also
applies to any version of Windows such as Windows XP and
Vista. Any PC computer manufactured in the last few years will
almost certainly have one of these versions of Windows installed.

Web Browsers

All versions of Windows include the Internet Explorer
browser, a program for viewing and printing Web
pages, launched by the icon shown on the right. Users
of Windows 7, XP anc Vista may choose to use an alternative
browser, such as Mczilla Firefox, but the general methods
described in the book will still apply.

Search Engines

This is a program in which keywords are entered, after which a
list of links to Web pages containing the keywords is displayed.
Google has been acknowledged as the leading search engine
and it's freely available after entering the following into the
Address Bar of a browser such as Internet Explorer.

Hobnail. News. Sport Music, Movies, Money..

0Allkwww.google.co.uk
The Google Web page opens with a search bar ready for you to
enter the keywords which are part of your quest for family history.

Go sic
James Brunt Staffordshire Moorlands

Goo* Search rm Feeing Lucky

Advanced ;each
Language ,00h

13



2 Essential Hardware and Software

Microsoft provides its own Internet search engine, known as Bing
and shown below. You can open Bing by entering
www.bing.com into the Address Bar of a Web browser such as
Internet Explorer, as shown in the example on the previous page.

Arrows at the bottom right of the screen provide a choice of
attractive backgrounds to Bing, such as the one shown above.

"msn
Web News

James Brunt Staffordshire Moorlands
twd brig

di UK Only Popular searches Cameron becomes PM I Blackpool reach

The Bing Search Bar above is displayed automatically if you
make MSN your Home Page. The Home Page is the first Web
page to be displayed at the start of an Internet session. The MSN
Web site is opened by entering http://uk.msn.com into the
Address Bar of a Web browser such as Internet Explorer. Then
to make MSN your Home Page, select Tools. Internet Options
and Use current. then click Apply and OK.

Most users will probably find either Google or Bing are perfectly
capable tools to help with their research into family history, to
complement the dedicated genealogy Web sites discussed later
in this book. such as findmypast.co.uk and Ancestry.co.uk, etc.
Search engines are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

14
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E-mail Software

Electronic mail is an excellent medium for communicating with
relatives wherever they are in the world. It's extremely fast and
essentially free if you've already got a computer and an Internet
connection. Apart from sending the electronic equivalent of a
typed letter, you can also send copies of photographs and
scanned documents. These are sent as attachments i.e. files

"clipped" onto the main e-mail text message. I have used e-mail
to exchange photographs and information with Canadian
cousins I have never met.

Earlier versions of Microsoft Windows, such as Windows XP, had
their own e-mail program called Outlook Express; the Windows
Vista operating system included software known as Windows
Mail. Windows 7 does not include an e-mail program (or e-mail
client, as it's known). Instead, the latest Microsoft e-mail client,
known as Windows Live Mail, can be downloaded free of charge
after typing the following address into the Address Bar of a Web
browser such as Internet Explorer.

Essentials - Windows Live - Windows Internet

0 0  : hip://download.live.com/

Windows Live Mail is one of a suite of programs known as
Windows Live Essentials, which can be downloaded from the
Windows Live download Web site, as shown below.

Choose the programs you want to install
(lick each program name for letalls

 Messenger

 Mad
Photo Gallery

 Movie Maker

hif Toolbar

Writer

Mail

With Windows I. ve Mail on your desktop you can
access multiple email accounts in one program
plus your calendar newsgroups and feeds And

s part of Windows live so you can view your
calendar online and see when Messenger
contacts are available to chat

15



2 Essential Hardware and Software

Windows Live Messenger

Windows Live Messenger allows you to communicate instantly
with people anywhere in the world. Your "chat " can include live
text messages and a video link allowing you to see and hear the
other person or people. To download this free software make
sure Messenger is selected on the Windows Live Essentials
download list shown on the previous page.

Windows Live Photo Gallery

This program can be used to edit, manage and share your family
photographs. As mentioned earlier, you can scan old prints and
store them on your hard disc. The Photo Gallery will allow you to
improve the image and then it can be e -mailed directly to your
relatives or posted to a photo -sharing Web site such as Flickr.

To download this free software make sure Photo Gallery is
selected on the Windows Live Essentials download list shown on
the previous page. You might also consider buying Adobe
Photoshop Elements or PaintShopPro; these two photo -editing
programs offer sophisticated tools allowing you, for example, to
remove scratches and defects from images of old photographs.
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Skype

This is a modern phenomenon which can be very helpful for
anyone wanting to exchange family h story information with
relatives around the world. Internet telephone calls between two
Skype-enabled computers or mobile phones are free world-wide.

The Skype software can be downloaded free after enter ng the
following address into tne Address Bar of a Web browser such as
Internet Explorer. Then just follow the on screen instructions.

SkypeS 4.2 for Windows - Download the latest version of Skype

ita http://www.skype.comi

As shown below, you can make video calls with Skype with a
computer equipped with a Web cam (plus speakers and a
microphone). These accessories can be bought for a few pounds
if necessary. Some laptops already have a built-in Web cam.

We use Skype to speak to and see our youngest son in his

travels around the world as an airline pilot. Also by pointing a
movable Web cam outside of a window, a relative can show you
live pictures of the district in which they live.

17
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Adobe Reader - the PDF File Format

You can usually "grab" the contents of a Web page on the screen
and print them directly. However, this is not practicable for many
larger documents, so they are made available n a form which
allows them to be downloaded and saved on your hard disc.
Then they can be viewed and printed whenever required. The
format used for most of these documents is known as PDF or
Portable Document Format. The advantage of the PDF format is
that it can be read on any type of computer whether a PC or an
Apple Mac or whatever. All you need is a copy of the Adobe
Reader software. which can be downloaded free of charge from
the Web address shown below.

6 Adobe - United Kingdom - Windows Internet Explorer
A.m.,

co fly http:.. www.adobe.c om

Simply click the button shown on the
right to download a free copy of the
Adobe Reader program.

As its name implies, you will only be able to read and save PDF
documents using Adobe Reader; it cannot be used to create or
edit documents. Originally you needed the Adobe Acrobat
program to create documents in the PDF format. However, the
latest versions of popular programs like Microsoft Word and
Microsoft Publisher allow you to save documents as PDF files.
This is very useful if you want to send a document to a relative,
say, who doesn't use the same word processing software as you.

PDF is such a widely used format that books such as this one
are saved in the PDF format. This is because printing firms in
general can read PDF files and print from them, lo matter what
equipment they are using.

In the context of this book, many family history Web sites make
documents available in the PDF format, ready to be downloaded
from the Internet and saved on your computer.

ADOBE READER

18
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A sample page from this chapter saved as a PDF file is shown
below opened in Adobe Reader. The PDF format provides an
extremely faithful reproduction of the original document, including
any text and pictures. Separate pages are displayed and can be
printed individually as recuired.

Inereernewede AtYr 1.14W,

I. L. Yo. atelle IA*

gai v; *  r I in I
A great bet of materui can be onnted .esle rou are rine 10 Ihe
Internet Tits Includes copes of oryinal census document%
sfseeng the ocupants of teem housenolds as Venn bet°.

I I I A e.

:±1E_
A Lig A:" *-0`-

. 

As shone Awe. trete can be ddhcoltto feed and es normals,
ossible b pnrt a 'rent NO* trarmrce e,  ender tfflece

Ine aarra biker.
  .1011. I. I. Os. =  

A PDF file is more compact than a file created in Microsoft Word
for example. This makes it an ideal format for sending
information over the ln:ernet as an anchment to an e-mail
(Attachments are discussed later in this book).

While researching your family history you will no doubt make up
your own notes. booklets, etc. These might contain old scanned
photographs, as discussed in Chapter 3, page 28. Also ir cluded
might be images of any birth, marriage and death certificates and
census returns. You would probably write up these notes in a
word processor such as Microsoft Word; In Word 2007 and Word
2010. there is an option to save documents as PDF files. Then
the document can be e -mailed to relatives. with whom you may
be sharing family history information, arywhere in the world. If

they have Adobe Reader they can read your documents no
matter what type of computer system they are using.
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Family Tree Software

When you've gathered all your information there are numerous
ways to present your lineage in the form of a family tree. One
approach is to use standard office software such as a word
processor or a spreadsheet program like Microsoft Excel. Or you
could buy a dedicated program like Family Tree Maker.
Alternatively several of the well-known genealogy Web sites,
such as findmypast.co.uk and Ancestry.co.uk provide free
software allowing you to build your family tree online.

Search cowboy.. L0.0.09 Co.,. Darla avow S' JD

tart your tree. Organise facts. Find answers.
.no flat an onhne lamer tree, We feel that e h not or* the eases a.., to
roam., preserve and share your faro* Who., k s also a deed Ilth to

sr.g nforrnatan about your rons What  more whit 11000.11IN man, of
record collechons on Ancestry co uk 'whams a pod hessoophon sow

family tree I. completely HU I

Yet. Fah harm saw Lam Nowa Gender

Mob

how to at Gust
Simply enter what yo..1 know.
Type in your fire name as: name, bath daft
and place and those or your parents (4 00.110,1).
Don t worry d you don t have more facts the es
the start of the treasure huh

MIAS MEN,
Ask your family for more.
Fans, hrstors iS a wonderful ercute to peck up the
phone or share a meal with 'Wings, grandparents
and other lowed ones Use yes nacre to ask Prur
rolatryes about names. dates and place. they
reahrhber horn 0000 shared Muttered

the ,ou don t h 
enough informsmo
your tarok, tree'

Copyright © Ancestry.com. All Rights Reserved.

Lizard Tech DjVu

When you are looking at original handwritten census documents
etc., on a Web site such as findmypast.co.uk, you can download
a "plug-in" called DjVu. This is a program designed to improve
the clarity of the scanned images of original documents.

LLUMOTIOI WO 41 ft. . A T liJ 9 P. 0 IF.w.d6 /1 9 ma coo Ei a
.. ...... *ma W &Wades.061. Iftw..ewswaseehreahr, ---r_T--,...............zw

... ...rata.. -415emuraras l nr. AL ?X''' .. ..,w..-..aswam, lige.7"

kart! Pc '7;A. C.,
1

-"-_ 7.42t1
:4 z ..,A"..+A.,..ta..27:;4112.1aLa
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3
Sharing Information

Introduction
Later chapters show you how to use your computer to search the
national censuses and the birth, marriage and death ndexes.
Eventually you'll probably want to present your findings in a form
that other people can easily read. You may want to create a
folder of family trees, documents and photographs possibly to
hand on to your children. By communicating online with relatives,
both close and distart, you can benefit greatly from pooling your
information. You'll probably find relatives online who've already
done lots of research and are more than happy to share it with
you. Some of the ways you can present and share your
information are as fol ows:

Create a family tree. This can be saved as a GEDCOM
file (Genealogical Data Communication.) A copy of a
GEDCOM can be given to someone else or uploaded
to the Internet so that other people can view the tree.

Old photograpruc prints can be scanned and the
images added -,13 a family tree.

Scanned images of old photos, GEDCOM files and
documents such as wills can be sent to relatives
worldwide as e-mail attachments.

Photographs can be uploaded onto easily accessible
Web sites such as Flickr for other people to view.

You can join a message board or forum for people with
your surname. This will allow you to ask questions and
exchange information with other people worldwide.

The following notice applies to the screenshots in the next 5
pages: Copyright © Ancestry.com. All Rights Reservec.



3 Sharing Information

Creating a Family Tree
When you've gathered the information for your ancestors, the
usual way to present it is in the form of a family tree. This could
be created using a word processor or spreadsheet program.
However, the easiest method is to use one of the online family
tree programs, some of which are free. These can be found on
the popular genealogy Web sites such as findmypast.co.uk or
Ancestry.co.uk (shown below). These lay the family tree out
online in a very professional manner and allow you to save it as a
GEDCOM file on your hard disc. Then it can be sent by e-mail to
other family members, wherever they are.

Shown below is part of the menu bar from Ancestry,co.uk. If you
select Family Trees shown below, you can choose the option
Start a new tree.

ancestry

Home

'JSef narle

Search Collaborate Learning Centre DNA Publesh

Start a new treeEnt ;. We'll help you discover a lot more.
Upload a GEDCOM

Click the box marked +Add
Yourself as shown on the right.

A dialogue box appears as shown on the next page, ready for
you to fill in the details of yourself or someone else in the family
tree.

As you enter data for the family tree, as discussed on the next
few pages, the work is being carried out online, i.e. on the
Internet. The data you type in will be saved and the tree will still
be there in future when you log on to the Interne:. However, to
create a copy of the tree on your local hard disc you must first
download it from the Internet and then save it on your hard disc,
as discussed shortly.

+ Add Yourself
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If you haven't got every piece of information such as Birth Place,
for example, it doesn't matter - the family tree can still be
created. A tree can be edited later to add any new information.

Add Yourself

Start with your own information; be sure to include a first or last name. For the
most accurate results, enter dates in the format: 16 Aug 1925.

First and Middle Name Last Name

Jean

[lender

r- Male (i Female

Birth Date Birth Place

1849 Canterbury

Smith

Continue Or

When you click the Continue button shown above, the tree
appears with the new information added, Jean Smith in this
example, as shown below. You can now continue adding family
members by clicking on the various links such as +Add Spouse,
+Add Father and +Add Mother, as shown below. Then continue
for the grandparents and great grandparents, etc.

1111 Man Smith
11149

 44_4

+ Add Fattier

+ Add Mother

23
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Shown below is a partially completed tree starting with my father,
Arthur Gatenby.

Arthur Gatwiby
1906 19 /5

Arthur W Gatenbe
1077 1934

Jonathm Gatenby

110

awes Habp
X Jane IS

Am Might

gt Arra E leaden
IB7ftl17

a

John Gatenby
1852 Ma

Mary 11e47P
1856 1920

John Hehrien
0350 1977

a

Hannah
1051 1935

+ Add Father

+ Add Mother

r Add father

r Add Mother

The leaves in the top right-hand corner of most of the entries
indicate that Ancestry.co.uk has found additional information or
hints, which may be of interest. Click the leaf icon to find out
more about the hint. In order to read the information in the hint
you may need to buy some credits from Ancestry.co.uk.

0 Ancestry Hints for Annie Elizabeth Hebden (learn more abbot

unrenewed 18 *s (1) Ignored Hnts (0) Accepted IWIIS (0)

< Ancestry Family Trees
We found hens enth 00tentiel matents from 1 Nat Member
Tress

II England & Wales. FreeBNID Birth Index
181-- WI% ReC011
BrIn, Par,age & Death. ncludng Pa,e1

Name: Anne Eltaboth nebden
(WA 1875 n Mak, Yedern.

England

Death: 1947

Name- Ann etabath Hebden

Beth Sap 1875 n Yokels*  Nom Woo.
United Modern

The hints are additional information which
Ancestry.co.uk has found by searching the
birth, marriage and death records and the
national censuses. There is a button
enabling you to review the hint or ignore it if the information is not
needed.

or ignore hint
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If you allow the cursor to hover over one of the names in the tree,
a small window appears giving more information about the
person, as shown below.

Annie Elizabeth Hebden
I 1875

IKlildak

) 1947

Ylw profit* Lid search records

View profile allows you to add media to the person's entry on
the family tree, such as a photo, story or audio or video clips.

Annie Elizabeth Hebden
r - 1875 el Kidale

- 1947

Idtt the, person

2Nor. nreckate 'an' ,o p  p, -,t, A44 a Nalc

Overview Facts and Sources Media Gallery Comments Hints Member Ccrnect

Media Gaiety

lei Upload ohoto5  Add a story 4 Record audio Record lIfiS2

Tlmelne ( ftzdeiiis ) tart

1875

1947

Age: 72

Birth
Wok

Death Add Maio

You can correct any errors or add new information using the Edit
option shown above. You are also informed of anyone else who
is researching this person and are given the opportunity to
communicate with them.
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Saving a Family Tree as a GEDCOM File
While you are building up your family tree on the Internet, the
data is saved on the Ancestry.co.uk server computer. Next time
you log on to Ancestry.co.uk, the tree will still be there, even if
you are using a computer in another part of the world. However,
you may want to save a copy of the tree on your hard disc, or
send a copy to someone else, perhaps for them to upload to a
family Web site or to import into some genealogy software.

In creating a GEDCOM file, a family tree as shown on page 24, is
converted into a text -only file: the GEDCOM format was
developed by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
who are also responsible for the FAMILYSEARCH Web site. To
create a GEDCOM in Ancestry.co.uk, select Tree Settings from
the menu bar near the centre of the screen. Then from the lower
right-hand side of the screen, click Download your GEDCOM
file, as shown below

Manage your tree
Export your family tree data, as a GEDCOM file, to
your computer.

download tips

The File Download window should now appear on the screen.
However. in some instances the coding for the GEDCOM file
may suddenly appear on the screen as a text file, as shown in
the small extract below.

1 GEDC
2 VERS 5.5
2 FORM LINEAGE -LINKED
0 @P781700300 INDI
1 NAME Jim /Gatenby/
1 SEX M
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In this case, click the Back button on your browser, and then
right -click over Download your GEDCOM file as shown
previously. From the menu which appears, select Save Target
As.... The Save As window opens as shown below.

Save As

vv
Organize -

et Libraries

Documents

Music

tr Pictures

II Videos

4 tiornegroup

New folder

Ham,

Gatenby Family Tree.ged

to Computer

Local Disk (C.)

KINGSTON (E)

Elie umne MEEMEEME
Save as type [GED File

Hide Folders

in

Date modified Type

13/07/2010 10:51 . GED File

Save Cad

Select the location on your hard disc (usually the C: drive) where
the GEDCOM file is to be saved. In this example, I have created
a folder called Family Tree as shown at the top above. Then
give your family tree a name as shown in the File name slot
above. Finally make sure GED File is selected in the Save as
type slot shown above. Click Save to place a copy of the file on
your hard disc. To export the GEDCOM file to another location
such as a removable flash drive, for example, make sure the new
location is selected in the address bar. In the example below the
GEDCOM file is being saved on a removable flash drive (also
known as a memory stick) called Kingston (E:).

Save At

- ' cmputer r gJG,TGi. E
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Scanning Photographs and Documents
During your collaboration with other family members, you are
likely to want to exchange copies of old family photographs and
documents such as birth, marriage and death certificates. An
easy way to do this is to scan the photo or document and store it
as a file on your hard disc. Then it can be e -mailed to your
relatives, wherever they are. Flatbed A4 scanners can be
obtained for under £50; you can also buy a multi -function printer
(MFP) which includes an integral scanner for under £40. Place
the photo or document face down on the bed of the scanner,
close the lid and start the scanning software. In this example, the
software SmartThru 4 is being used with a Samsung Colour
Laser Multi -Function Printer.

As shown below, there are options to carry out a Prescan,
followed by a Scan and then to send the scanned image to an
Application, i.e. a program such as Microsoft Paint.

GI } JO
Scan To Image Copy Print

Application Eineil Folder OCR Web Settings

Pram Scan

5c Seeing*

kedge Type

gekkokien

Scan Mee

Scan MAte,le

ten Ceder 24 b4)

hooch"

(Selection

Prooemes 2551 35in peseta 25 51 /AB

SCAn Conbryje
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Saving a Scanned Image on Your Hard Disc
0 A .410 1111 M II SEMI

After clicking Paint and Application the image opens
automatically in Paint, where it can be resized, cropped and
rotated as required. The image can then be saved as a JPEG
file, the universal standard for photographs. From the File and
Save As... menu in Paint I have created a New Folder called
Scanned Images, shown below. Alternatively the save location
in the address bar could be a CD or removable flash drive, etc.

Saw A,

co Jeneal,9,

Or9ant:e Nev. fold*/ to

Then I have added my father-in-law's name, Frank, in the File
name slot and selected JPEG in Save as type, as shown below.

File name: Frank ,o

Save as type: /PEG r.jper4pegr.V.jfi)

ide Folders Save a:ancel

Clicking Save places a copy of the file in the selected folder.
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After saving the photograph as a JPEG file, it can be displayed in
the Windows Explorer as shown below. In this example, Extra
large icons has been selected from the View menu.

0 , Computer Local Disk (C o j.

File Edit View Tools Help

Organize Include in library . Share oith Shde shoo Burn New folder

Favorites

Recently changed

Public

In Desktop

4 Downloads

Recent Places

Recorded TV

is libraries
 Documents

it Music

Pictures

III Videos Frink.pg

In the example above, the scanned image Frank.jpg is saved in
the folder Scanned Images, which I have created in a folder
called Genealogy on my hard disc, labelled Local Disk (C:).

Enhancing an Old Photograph

Once the image is saved as a file on the hard disc it can be sent
anywhere in the world as an e-mail attachment, as discussed
shortly. If the original photo was a bit tatty, the image could be
opened in a program like Photoshop Elements or Microsoft Office
Picture Manager. Then the image can be enhanced by altering
the brightness and contrast. etc., and by removing scratches and
other defects. Right -click over the image as shown above and
then select Open with from the menu which pops up. Then
select the program in which to open the image for enhancing.
Open with  Q Adobe Photoshop Elements 6.0 (Editor)

Restore previous versions A Microsoft Office Picture Manager
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Sending Scanned Images and GEDCOM Files
Apart from photographs, any sort of document can be scanned
and the image saved as a file on the hard disc. This might
include birth, marriage and death certificates, copies of wills or
old letters between families, for example. Shown below in the
Windows Explorer is an icon for a marriage certificate alongside
of an icon for a photograph. Both represent JPEG files as
discussed earlier. You could also include save a GEDCOM file in
a similar folder. as discussed on page 26.

 Computer Local Disk (C:)  Genealogy  Scanned Images

File Edit View Tools Help

Organize Open Slide show Pnnt E-mail Burn New folder

'0 Computer

f..; local Disk (C:)

Accounts

ATI

Babani

edinburgh

Family photos till

Family Tree

Frank.lpg Montage
Certificate.jpg

From this folder on the hard disc, copies of
distributed to various destinations. Right -click
icons such as the marriage
certificate above, then select
Send to from the menu which
pops up. Now select the

destination for the file, such as a
Mail recipient, DVD RW Drive
(1/) or the removable flash drive
called KINGSTON (E:) as

shown on the right.

the files can be
over one of the

.40

L=.111

Compressed (zipped) folder

Desktop (create shortcut)

Documents

fax recipient

Mail recipient

DVD RW Drive (D:)

KINGSTON (El
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If you copy a file onto a medium such as CD/DVD or flash drive,
you could simply hand it or post it to your relatives; they could
open a photographic image by double-clicking the icon in the
Windows Explorer, as shown on the previous page. Or right -click
the icon and choose Open with from the pop-up menu, then
select a program such as Paint in which to view the image. A
GEDCOM file needs to be uploaded to a Web site or to specialist
genealogy software.

E -mailing Image Files as Attachments

Right -click over the icon for
the file, such as Marriage
Certificate.jpg, in the
Windows Explorer. Then
select Mail recipient from
the pop-up menu shown at
the bottom of the previous
page. From the Attach Files window shown on above, you can
reduce the size of the file if necessary, as this might be an issue
with some e-mail systems. Now click Attach and your e-mail
program opens up. Click New and a blank e-mail message
opens with your image file, Marriage Certificate.jpg, already
attached, as shown below.

Attach FAN

611111111111111MIMIndl1
Saw 6401410
Sew& SOO  600

large 1210.1021
Oncjinal Sae

attach 1 cancel

Emailing: Marriage Certificate.jpg - Unicode (UTF-8)

file feat View Insert f Qrmat Tools Help

Send Save Attach Check names

To:

SO,dect, Emading. Marriage Certificatepg

41: Marriage Ceitificate.jpg (96.7 KB)

ala Format 174. Add photos

Stationery Calibri 12 B /

1,,gh low

From:

Your message is ready to be sent with the following the or link attachments
Marriage Certificate.jpg

- 0 -

Show Cc & Bcc
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Now add the text of the e-mail and send it to your relatives,
together with the attached image. When they receive the e-mail
into their Inbox they can click the name of the attachment such
as Marriage Certificate.jpg, for example, and select Open or
Save from the menu which appears. In Hotmail the image is also
displayed in the text area of the message, as shown below.

ory,9-300hyOhotr0431 Reply Rept), all inward *It
Inbox

(10)
Emailing: Marriage Certificate.jpgJunk

Ora% (2) 1111/31336,3111.81113.311.00tH

13 321y 2010 11 1204
',ern

1erryater3,y00ottna4 com

belated e 1 attv-Ament

digital pladogra... Marroaq Ipq

easy)",

1I

A I

m.h...1 &kin.

M5N mirss.nes
Lae ar 4 .Campftr 111

Pernvis.0ni

nchard 4.4,,4403#3.9$ . ,

Monaco 1012ke. S 1 *IV 1- 49.44 1.40i 31.:" 1+,..
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A saved image can be viewed later by double-clicking its icon in
the Windows Explorer or by right -clicking the icon and selecting a
program in which to view the image, Open with. Suitable
programs to view an image include Paint and Microsoft Office
Picture Manager. Then a copy of the photograph or document
might be printed on paper and added to your family history folder.

A family tree saved as a GEDCOM file can also be e -mailed as
an attachment in a similar way and then viewed after uploading
to a genealogy Web site or special genealogy software.

Uploading Images to the Internet

Another way to share family photos and other images is to
upload them to an image sharing Web site such as Flickr, at:

www.flickr.com
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3 Sharing Information

Message Boards
You can exchange information with people having the same
surname as yourself by joining one of the message boards
hosted by the genealogy Web sites such as Ancestry.co.uk and
Genealogy.com. These are forums where you ask a question
about your family and then wait for other family members to post
replies. I posted a message on GenForum on Genealogy.com
asking for details about family members, as shown below.=No GenForum, Fomented t.

il=1100 ECOMOi =I =MEM 0

Chat Daily Smooch loty cuoni orum Community Standsodt !eons of Service

HOT* SUT11111: C,aterth, Parndy Genealogi

Posted In James Coster*,

Post Follovnap =I= Atop to I 'noon

Re: Arthur, .John Redear, NorthAllerton
Date August 04, 2001 r I I

4S os 110

I an tr,Ing to find 'rhymer of my Jude', A,b. (istenbv tote erh ot Ref at and Merchant Nosy, Woo of Derby Brother John n at bank
manager in NortIntlerton, reefed to Dlr. Also truer Man Otto kohl al Signs. numed to Reg, I dunk Other brother, o hided 111 ar
Pon, o ho may hoo r enugrated to Canada

Several replies including the one from Mark below enabled me to
find my own family tree. to correspond with a cousin in Canada
and to renew contact with a cousin I had not seen tor 40 years.

1=1==l

Posted

I. Rep!, to

Re: trthur, .John Itedcar, NorthAllerion
Date: August 04, 2001 at 1109 42

by James Dateaby mh o1130 Cio

Ilk Jame,
It vou dusk,. flu ote .1. tot ansiv Imes, met:seas mod 0.2Carm.1. van nil sec noos terher.t trey rood o.rsel tool

htno OO.s asierob, ficentyve co uk ado. WI

ant 500,0 h *eh S.11311, v Imitro,ded dal odundadon Ito CITA so hued a dr Iraom W tho, veto sty peer

From these online exchanges I obtained a great deal of
information and photographs about relatives in Canada and New
Zealand who I did not even know existed.
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Searching with Google

Introduction
Later chapters of this book show how major genealogy Web
sites such as Ancestry.co.uk and findmypast.co.uk can be used
to find family history irformation. These sites enable you to
search through official records online, i.e. while connecter to the
Internet. The online records include the Civil Registers of Births
Marriages and Deaths from 1837 and also the national censuses
taken every ten years from 1841 to 1911. Worked examples
showing searches of these official records are given later.

However, apart from the official registers, there is much useful
family information stored on Web sites which individuals and
voluntary organisations have created. These might include
parish records or Web sites showing the history of a village, for
example. A program called a search engine is designed to scan
millions of Web pages and display a list of links to those Web
sites which contain the keywords you are looking for. Google is
the world's favourite search engine and can be launched for free
after entering www.google.co.uk into the Address Bar of a Web
browser such as Internet Explorer, as shown below.

tie Ea tjelp

F.11111:4 Cm Resesews, Road 1.s, Get Mon 141e 

11 G.*
.."b IMAM illial MI191 NOfl al:a& J ,;L's 

James Eruct

" IP tag* dn- tor,- -

Go isle
rwxyb ,rat O, rm t rrWy 1 u. ky

&metal amt_ n

Aemrt. Seroa.
snquq l Ins
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4 Searching with Google

Using Google to Search for a Person
You may find a lot of information about your relatives by
searching with Google - or you may be unlucky and not find
very much. This method depends on local organisations and
individuals to make their information available on Web pages on
the Internet. As an example, we might search for my wife Jill's
grandfather, James Brunt, who we know was born in the remote
village of Flash in the Staffordshire Moorlands. We could enter
these details into Google as shown below.

rite Edit View townies boob Help

Favorites NO Ca Revoevn. Road lest% - I Get Mani Add -en

90 Heitinea Hews Spoil Miss . Won Snag Rah - Ge_ '
Web Imam Viggo Mega then abasing Mal mom 

Google
I Everything
 More

the web
Pages horn the UK

Standard view
Wonder wheel

James Brunt Flash Search

About a r20 000 rowto 10 2. ,.wade. A...wood soy -

JAMES BLUNT - 1973 LYRICS
James Blunt 19/3 lylv-s in the AA the I ost !Souls Album dein mo1.11A

allowSollptA,CP, sanwfloma.n" type --appkralwo tla,h
.artios blue

REWLACH Flash
Flash has the destinchon 01 Owing the 'aghast attend., Methodist Chapel hidden) Sarah
Morton Alice Brunt James Radom Mary Cno-hloss Moo Brunt .
.....s 10,1A  Ish hind Car

Surprisingly the first result involves the singer James Blunt.
Obviously this result was not required in the context of our
particular search and could have been eliminated by enclosing
the name in inverted commas, as shown on the next page.

The effect of the inverted commas is to reduce the number of
results from 6,720,000 to 396 as shown below and on the next
page

Go James Brunt Flash

About 6.720,000 results (0.19 seconds)
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Go gle "James Brunt" Flash

About 396 results i 0 13 seconds

When inverted commas are used Google only lists Web Dages
containing exactly what is within the speech marks. Without the
speech marks you also get a lot of unwanted results where the
keywords do appear on a Web page but they are separated, as
in the case of John BRUNT and James ABBOTT shcwn below.

13096 Fanny (ABT 1872 -
BIRTH ABT 1788 Cocket Know, STS ENG CHRISTENING 9 May 1788
Flash STS ENG ... Family 1 John BRUNT MARRIAGE 23 May 1891 Bedford Wesleyan
Methodist Ch Leigh LAN ENG ... 18401 PAR James (1842-1904 s/o William & Martha
ABBOTT ...

Upper and Lower Case Letters

As shown in the results above and below. Google finds exactly
the same number of Web sites regardless of the use of upper or
lower case letters.

Go
CJ

"james brunt" flash

/About 396 results 0 08 seconds)

The first result in the list produced using inverted commas is a
link to REWLACH Flash. a Web site about the history of
Methodism in Flash, by North Staffordshire Methodist Heritage.

"James brunt" flash Search

About 396resuts 10 12 seconds1 Adwance0 'sort!,

REWLACH Flash
Flesh has the distinction ot being Vie ugliest altitude Methodist Chapel .... Abraham
Brocklehurst Ann Brunt Isaac Brunt James Brunt Mary Barber ...

If you click the link REWLACH Flash shown above. the

document opens as shown on the next page.
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4 Searching with Google

CH.ORG.UK
NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE
METHODIST HERITAGE

FLASH
tQL ARNFORD \RIM')

I Intl has dw &sexton of head the Wass onto& Methoefet t lapel hutting n the Mesh Nes 1h Ala, .an clams Rio, a I 'IR ft slaw e sea Ins{ . w the
hatao Aloar n Henan

t rffert old. is the snentv of wiser w rather ,fiar be Min a Cana W. a I eh. n the 19'n'.. the R. , F r 1 IIonson mad to nth a BM Rantan
ontortser (A that tan, few Minters rould 'Ral to non rat I He Min phsand al Flash one water Sander Amnon On ertnI,Ine people towasented thd
tlae seer el. .alerted Ierr ir a the dna of snow The,. onttrvard did he wands for lam thrown the wad°. opposite In dr pipit and tie saw ay he should
onchs& the off, e and depart n paddy as posoble He did oar see NO' few thaitathr sent. How n et, sons en h *Maur dor mow stwIrd to fit sod

the war cto twat 2011111311,

Cached Web Pages

The above document contains much interesing information
about the village of Flash and the history of Methodism in the
area. At 1518 ft above sea level it has been claimed to be the
highest village in England, but perhaps not Britain.

Many online documents like this extend to several screens of
dense text and it's not always easy to find the specific
information you want. In this example we are looking for
references to James Brunt.

The word Cached on a search result as shown below is a link to
an earlier copy of a Web page. This may still contain all the
information you need and this will certainly be true in a document
like the above.

"james brunt" flash Search

About 39e resuits .0 12 seconds Ad,anced searcr

REWLACH Flash
Flash has the distinction of being the highest altitude Methodist Chapel Abraham
Brocklehurst Ann Brunt Isaac Brunt James Brunt Mary Barber ...
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When you click on the word Cached, earlier versions of the Web
pages are displayed and the keywords used in your search
appear highlighted in yellow and blue, as shown below.

This is Google's cache of htto /hvvrtv rewlach org ukichapellistifIsh html N is a snapshot cf the page
page could have changed in the meantime Learn more

These search terms are highlighted lames brunt flash

This makes references to James Brunt easy to find, as shown
below in the North Staffordshire Methodist Heritage document.

rme I nra lit was stir( t<31121 and Of, mom acceptaMe. appeals elictriv ham me fact Mat Ile Wa me I eacler

/ one of bas classes nhis parkas on the Sabbath at the eady hour of eight o'clock in the marring Mr
>ers beixt taken when a boy to this class. where he witnessed the fair titaness and tender earnestnessof this

fallen asleep

ies were - 1st CLASS Sarah Morton, Alice Brunt, James Redfern, Ma -c Critchlow, Jane Brunt. Martha
Matthew Binge, Zephaniah Brunt. Akaham Brocklehurst, Ann Stunt, Isaac Brunt, Janes Brisk Mary
Wood, Isaac Moss. Mary Barber, lth CLASS Betty Rigby, Mary Brunt. Isaac Binge. Sarah Binge.

Fliyeheel,11..14-1., NA W+im Vmr4 W2Ii....rn 7mleur SLck..:r4 AS..

The extracts from the REWLACH document state that Flash is in
QUARNFORD PARISH as shown near the top of the previous
page. Changing the keywords in the Google Search Bar to
include quarnford, as shown, below yields a different set of
results. This time only 49 results, i.e. links to web pages, are
found.

Google
Evorything

 More

"James brunt" quarnford

about 19 ...as is 36 MitAnglIOr

34

Dowser and vales Family History Person Page 106
12 May 7010 Jain" BMW appeared on Me MMUS ol 2 Apd 1871 al Sea ',mud Seat
thiarnlorcl Si effordshee Ho was a tamsta Mom 1811 to 1901 ...

' Cached

As shown above, this result includes an extract from the census
of 1871 and mentions that James Brunt, living at Summer Seat,
was a farmer. However, Jill knew that her grandfather was not
born until about 1879, so perhaps this James Brunt was Jill's
Great Grandfather.
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4 Searching with Google

Clicking on the Dowler and Yates Family History link shown at
the bottom of the previous page opens a Web site which includes
members of Jill's family, the Brunts, including James Brunt, born
1836, as shown below.

,.nt
M, b 1103 1836, #3294

. James Brunt was born circa 1836 at Summer Seat, Quarnford, Staffordshire.

. He married Margaret Beresford, daughter of James Beresford and Zilpah (?). circa No.
1869 at St Peter, Alstoriefield, Staffordshire.

. His marriage to Margaret Beresford was registered in the December quarter of 1869 in ti
Ashbourne registration district.

 James Brunt appeared on the census of 2 April 1811 at Summer Seat. Quarnford. Staffor
. He was a farmer from 1881 to 1901.

. He appeared on the census of 3 April 1881 at Cross Side. Quarnford. Staffordshire

. He appeared on the census of 5 April 1891 at New Cottage. Quarnford, Staffordshire

. He appeared on the census of 31 March 1901 at New Cottage. Quarnford, Staffordshire

Further down the Web page is a
link to another James Brunt born
1879, son of James born in 1836.
Jill remembered that her
grandfather had brothers including
Bower and George and this
confirmed that this James Brunt
born 1879, was definitely her
grandfather. Clicking on the link James Brunt b. c. Feb 1879
shown above on the right provides more details, including the
known fact that Jill's grandfather was a butcher in 1901.

Margaret B-eresford b c May 1845

George Brunt- b. c 1870
: John William Brunt b. c May 1872

Mary Brunt. b. c Nov 1874
: Sarah Ann Brunt+ b. c Feb 1877
: James Brunt t. c Feb 1819

Clara Brunt h. 1881
Joseph Brunt J. c May 1883
Bower Brunt Is 1885

James Brunt
Al, b. circa February 1879. 23299

. Father: James Brunt b. c 1836
Mother: Margaret Beresford b. c May 1845

. Relationship: 2nd cousin 1 tune removed of Olive Yates

 James Brunt was born circa February 1879 at Quarnford. Staffordshire
. His birth was registered in the March quarter of 1879 in the Leek registration district.
 He appeared on the census of 3 April 1881 at Cross Side, Quarnford, Staffordshire
. He appeared on the census of 5 April 1891 at New Cottage, Quarnford. Staffordshire
. He was a butcher in 1901.
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All of this informatior was later confirmed by looking at the
census data from 1841 to 1911. (Using the censt..ses is

discussed in detail later.) However, thanks to the fact that the
Dowler and Yates Family History containing the Brunt family, had
already been put online, Google was able to provide a very quick
and direct route to the information about Jill's grandfather.
Google is also free, unlike some of the Genealogy Web sites.

The fact that you car get this information so easily is a huge
advantage, especially if you live a long way from your family's
roots. Or you may be disabled and unable to travel.

Fortunately we were able to travel to Flash in the Staffordshire
Moorlands and see Jill's grandfather's grave. We were a so able
to discuss some of the places where her family lived. This
included Summer Seat. mentioned on the previous page, where
Jill's great grandfather was born in 1836 and where he was still
living in 1871. We also learned that Summer Seat was built by
the Brunt family on rented land, a Dractice apparently not
uncommon in those aays. The house was vacated in 1891 and
has since been damaged by fire and fallen into disrepair. The
following picture shows all that was left of Summer Seat in 2010.
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4 Searching with Google

Several Web pages refer to
illegal activities around Flash.
These include legends about
the mysterious disappearance
of peddlers who wandered the
area looking for shelter.
Wikipedia lists the making of
counterfeit coins as another
occupation and this is depicted
in the sign for the New Inn at
Flash, shown on the right. In the
19th century silk weaving and
coal mining were major
employers but these industries
have now totally disappeared.

Parish Records
By entering the name Brunt and the name of the neighbouring
village of Hollinsclough into Google, the resulting Hollinsclough
Web site provides a wealth of information, including the following
burial records. These show that there were Brunts living in the
Flash and Hollinsclough area at least as early as 1607.

Hwy Hoe eId oupercul. Needle Eye Dec 5"
Atm W,fe of Franc.' Chooneon ieuebononeet Holesclougn ,70,, 7" 1605

Ellen 5itllorc Beggar NAM+. &rum Nor I" 1606

Ela W.fe of Roger Noden Nolenlough Nev 27" 1607
Thome Brunt larva Booth Jun 24"
Elie Goodwin Moreorr Mar 19" 1608
Ed. Plante jun Hurboncenan buneoafegroeve Aug a"' 1609

A'. 514,plcoothcb. Arcolet J. 15" 1610

Also shown in the above records are some early names of
occupations such as husbandman (tenant farmer), pauperculi
(poor person), begger and agricolae (farmer).
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Using Google to Search for a House
Shown below is an 3xtract from the oirth certificate of Jill's

mother Winnie, giving her father's name, James Brunt. t-er birth
date in 1917 and the birth place as Stydd Hall, Yeaveley.

Stydd had been built as a manor house but in 1917 was being
used as a working farm. By this time James Brunt had changed
occupation from butc.ier to farmer. After carrying out a search
for Stydd Hall using Google, numerous Web sites are listed
giving a large amount of information about the history of Stydd
Hall.

The Web sites state that Stydd is part Elizabethan and part
Jacobean, with a large amount of medieval masonry. The hall
was built on the site of a preceptory or headquarter; of the
Knights Hospitallers, a religious order founded in 1190. Extensive
ruins and one wall of the original chapel remain, as shown below.

This picture was found on the Web by using Google Images.
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Summary
This chapter has described the use of the Google search engine
to find information about Jill's "Flash" grandfather, James Brunt.
Some of the information obtained using Google was as follows:

The names, birth places and occupations of Jill's great
grandparents.

Details of Jill's grandfather and his brothers and sisters,
their births, marriages, homes and occupations.

Details of the spectacular landscape and the lawless
activities of some of the people, perhaps to compensate
for the wild environment and difficult farming conditions.

The strong presence of the Methodist Church in the
area, including meetings at a Brunt family home.

A large number of pictures showing the nature of the
area, displayed after a search using Google Images.

Early records from a neighbouring parish showing the
Brunt family were present from as early as 1607.

Details of the house where Jill's mother was born in
1917 and the site's history going back to 13th century.

The Brunt family searches with Google were very fruitful because
Flash is a popular Peak District village and so there is a lot of
information available on the Web. Also a lot of Brunt family
records had been put on the Dowler and Yates family Web site
by Jackie Russell. Some of this information is also available in
the censuses, as discussed shortly, but you have to pay for it -
Google searches are free. Similarly not everyone is born on the
site of a 13th century Knights' preceptory described in numerous
Web pages. Google is very useful for finding information about
people and places, especially if you can't travel to an area. Some
of this information may not be available in the official records
accessed by the genealogy Web sites and discussed shortly.
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Genealogy Web Sites

Introduction
The last chapter described the use of Google to search for
information, after entering keywords identifying people or places.
This method is only successful if other people have already
"uploaded" relevant information onto accessible Web pages.

This chapter looks at some of the dedicated genealogy Web
sites which have been set up to give online access to official
records. These are mainly the Civil Registers of Births, Deaths
and Marriages from 1837 and the National Censuses available
every 10 years from 1841 to 1911. Most people alive at the time
of a census should be listed, but there may be a few exceptions,
e.g. if people were out of the country. Some parish records are
also available online. There are also specialist registers giving
access to military records and passenger lists of ships carrying
emigrants to Canada, Australia and New Zealand, for example.

There may also be a genealogy Web site created by relatives of
your own family. In my case, Mark Gatenby has created a very
comprehensive Gatenby's of Yorkshire Web site, discussed later
in this book. In my wife's family the Dowler and Yates Family
History Web site provides much useful information.

Dowier and Yates F amity Hrstory - People

Won*. Russell and Wadey Fanbltes Main Page

asr Sal

Dowler and Yates Famil! history

People

Surname Index Pbce Index Charts Pictures Documents Maps Icon Legend

7wp
^0 ,ste6

:i,. st.
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5 Genealogy Web Sites

Findmypast.co.uk www.findmypast.co.uk

This site was previously called 1837online. Activities available in
findmypast.co.uk include the following:

Searching the General Register Office datapases for the
indexes to births, marriages and deaths from 1837-
2006. The indexes are used to place orders online for
copies of the original certificates to be posted to you.

Exploring the records of censuses taken every 10 years
from 1841 to 1911, showing occupants of households.
their ages, occupations and birthplaces.

Examining parish records and specialist military and
emigration records.

Charges

Initial searches are free but a charge is made when you view
actual census returns or BMD indexes: payment is made by
yearly or 6 -monthly subscription or by pay as you go, e.g. £6.95
for 60 credits. An original census return costs 3C credits and a
modern transcript costs 10. There is also a 14 -day free trial.

Findmypast.co.uk includes a lot of help and advice about getting
started in researching family history, including several online
videos. Free software is provided enabling you to construct your
family tree online.

my past cook

search with the experts

Family Trees Births, Marriages & Deaths Census

Reuniter!

.'.e ,orne ee_ .7," Credits Left

Migration Military Living Relative

1 Begin your family tree 2 Births, marriages & deaths 3 Eplore the censuses

Start with what you 111,11Op, Snow:
yourself, your spouse and children,
Your OerOtS end grandparents. Ask

Use the flOOMYOOSt CO UK birth,
marriage and death (ReiD) records
to begin to fill in the gaps. and to

Euploe the findrn /Dint CC ue
1911 census records Chart y
OnCeite,S progress th,ough Iii
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GENUKI www.genuki.org.uk

This is an enormous reference library on the Web. GENUKI is
free to use and is run as a charitable trust maintained by
volunteers. It directs a user to relevant Web sites where further
information such as the addresses where parish records are kept
or where a CD containing records may be obtained. GENUKI is
organised in a hierarchical structure, allowing you first to select a
country in the UK plus Ireland. Then you navigate down through
the counties to find a parish or place you are interested in. For
example, if you select Northumberland you are given a

description of the county including the type of landscape, major
towns and rivers and the main sources of employment.

sAial .rasa I.74'"'""sin Part*I'd 1.14"'"'"'orsorissoberad"'"'"'

td  lowland
NOR TH BF FIL AND

'The onrdab ,sre..e lodland h bra arse io Scodal. os 6r Gomm Ocea d. bonded be Dam al Cabana. b adds slat
O aid n lash. rand 40 n break ad rams I: =Idea law sad MO pain Ile a. sol so cold be maiied Ina 6r bade is
s 6 b g la al dr as seldom in ad .1 siordiabodad asp Gs ilsr lops of ibe hi. saw of dal a Aar NO:0 ai 1116 The d.
 arum.. the rasa pea bag alb& Mad sa good add ad mod ma deans all rich sada,' os 6e bald due rar . masa
pa is snags Nerds i bag am* hide' Ind asalassid k yields kat ad. or of 6e ast proclaim out bed cosi-idos t Wad boo
and gas arks a in ',tidal maasrairs. ilbas soar Wan TV coma al laded be ram dr pawl of airl w gie lad
 wed d mane. Moab I lar coalasda 61 die bard al rasa MB NeRelik PardwiCO. 2'0.nt h ram  roman 6

anima IT ear Saabs 's Caspar err C-PorvnotEivitsh (*mops,. /84:1

INFORMATION RELATED TO ALL OF NORTHUMBERLAND

ad *Nave w  1.c,k4,1tr<m4
 blitainte  Nklive DAM
 Si066n  W.4,, Re, ads
 CABE  Zlea.. 4a63* d

PM1964

 C00015660  &" WILIP
 cmillmotim  446In
 gmr,,,woli InweatIo.  52cm02.1$
 la,1,301ftlItlesi  !balm.* Pow L tic
 Dr,. net  ft.20*--R,Sql4

I- matt IMO mad Issgratono s. kris

Now click a link such as Church Records above and amongst
an enormous number of further links are the following examples:

Emigration and Immigration

 Passenger list of the CA.. 1 nuirlul> which includes 58 persons from the Aller dale area

 Passenger list of the Lcrd Delaval which includes 50 persons from Berwick upon Tweed

Click on a link to disolay a list of actual names of the passengers.
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FreeBMD www.freebmd.org.uk

This is a free Web site maintained by volunteers and sponsored
by other Web sites such as Ancestry.co.uk. The aim is to simplify
the task of finding the indexes or references which allow you to
order a birth, marriage or death certificate. Previously you had to
scan copies of the original sheets on the screen by eye until you
found the person you wanted. The FreeBMD volunteers have
transcribed millions of records from the original sheets so that
they can now be searched by computer after entering a person's
name. The results now appear instantly.

The following transcribed index was obtained by selecting
marriage and entering surname and first name into FreeBMD.

This entry was created from the following transcription:

Surname Given Name District Volume Page Transcriber

Marriages Dec 1841

GATENBY Jonathan Whitby 24 607 rowenamd

The Surname, Given Name, District, Volume and Page above
are enough to make an online order for the certificate from the
General Register Office at www.gro.gov.uk. Clicking the link
under Transcriber shown above displays the full name of the
person who transcribed the indexes from the original sheets.
Although freeBMD make no charge for searching for the indexes,
you obviously have to pay a fee to the General Register Office
(GRO) to cover the cost of producing and posting the certified
copies of the birth, marriage and death certificates.

FreeBMD also allows you to view the scan of original document
in various file formats, such as TIFF, JPEG or PDF, as discussed
in Chapter 9. Then it can be saved on your hard disc and printed
on paper.
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An cestry.co.0 k www.ancestry.co.uk

Ancestry.co.uk is the UK branch of Ancestry.com, a very large
American Genealogy Web site. Billions of records are accessible
from around the world. Ancestry.co.uk includes the following:

U.K. Census records form 1841-1901.

Birth, marriage and death records, from 1837-2005

Ships passenger lists.

Military service records.

Creation of an online family tree, including photographs.

As mentioned earlier, Ancestry.co.uk sponsors FreeBMD and
gives access to their records. These have been transcribed into
name searchable form by the FreeBMD volunteers. This
birth, marriage and death indexes can be found more quickly. In
addition Ancestry.co.uk automatically inserts the indexes into an
online order form, simplifying the process of ordering certificates.

Membership is by one of three levels of subscription, paid
annually or monthly and there is a pay as you go option at £6.95.

Particulars of the person whose Birth Cerlifir ate is required

surname at Beth 

or en ome's, at Beth 

Gatentri

John

Reference Information from GRO Index

year v

Quarter 

CkstrIct Name 

Volume Number 

Par. Number 

185/

Stoc kton

10a

33

Copyright ( Ancestry.com. All Rights Reserved.
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The Genealogist www.thegenealogist.co.uk
This Web site offers a full range of genealogy services, including:

Births, marriages and deaths from 1837 onwards.

Census transcripts fro 1841-1901.

Non -conformist, Wesleyan, Methodist, Baptists, etc.,
back to 1600.

Parish records form 1538 onwards.

Landowners with 1 acre or more in 1873.

Wills and testaments.

Knights of England back to 1127.

Military records

Various subscriptions are available from £4.66 a month and there
is a £5 pay as you go option. An associated Web site,
www.genealogysupplies.com, sells genealogy software, books
and CDs.

41111mGenealogist.co.uk

CTIII =CM =Ma
The Leading British Genealogy Research Website

/It

Why Subscnbe

O Mew t Ift 1911 Dela

O Awarded Be0 BAD mai CO MO SOO

0 c emus tranuriplIS  Woes 1114115 1001

O !he laroeU collerlian el trawscrip,

O PariAt sod owst-cowlorWial records

O the wide0coveroge: 1127 to 200%

O the wide0 tamper 1wed 111.00+1 plan

wW1 WIN 7. 011iitary.
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ScotlandsPeople www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk

This provides a full set of records of the people of Scotland,
including:

Births, marriages and deaths from 1538-2006.

Censuses every 10 years from 1841-1901.

Wills and Testaments searches 1513-1901.

Coats of Arms searches 1602-1907.

Catholic Parish Registers 1703-1955

You can pay for searches at the rate of £6 for 30 credits; viewing
a page of search results costs 1 credit and viewing an original
image costs 5 credits. There is also a Getting Started guide to
help you with your first steps in family history research.

Articles about Famous Scots from the past and present are also
included and their are links to their biographical information and
related documents.

Veae Seeeeme Forename Sew eletekl Clte/CeeMe/PM G OM. N... abereet

iaaa WALLS SAAAn F 1.4.1.111KO4I I WE .1:1[1:04 uwe flriUDI f11=

Click bra 22 pialertmager end

Fele fPOO

1.612212221222 Other Ilscords1112112 lialimIrs Obi Corr Motor&

 2112111122:22111  ild1W11211121 - 1.141 . 1111 - 1221  11122.2.1221212112
 111112122221111L21111 =UM - nu - nu IssiskliLtllitifraal
 Siellaillikillik  IlimuUlialisei - 1221 - 1111  SailaalAsaMissi

=L1 M - 121211221 122E2222.221222
 021112222111211 01110121211211111-

111111LJBEt imlikralba.17.11

',att....' NOM T.rm a Uvoiliarui

.46
4#c ScotlandsPeople

Coonect.2 Generators

Cuntazt

The officgal government source
of genealogKai data for Scotland
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FAMILYSEARCH www.familysearch.org

This is a free Web site provided by the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter -Day Saints. It was started in 1999 and was one of the first
genealogy Web sites. Founded in America, it provides access to
worldwide databases including UK parish records

Comprehensive help facilities are provided, including 5 online
videos which can also be downloaded to your computer. There
are separate videos for England and Ireland and some other
countries.

The International Genealogical Index within FAN ILYSEARCH is
a major collection of parish records including England, Wales.
Scotland and other parts of the world. It enables you to search
for events such as births, deaths and marriages including those
occurring before the start of the Civil Registra..ion in 1837 in
England and Wales.

FAM,FARCII

Free Family History, Family Tree, and Genealogy
Records and Resources from Around the World
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RootsWeb www.rootsweb.ancestry.com

This is one of the original genealogy Web sites and is now
hosted by Ancestry.com. When I entered just the name Jonathan
Gatenby into RootsWeb as shown below, it carried out a global
search and produced some very impressive results.

Search RootsWeb.com
Jonathan Gatenby Search

First Name Last Plans* By Keywot0

Search Ancestry.com
1__.earch

First name Last llama AiNIMOKI

The results revealed a lot of information about my great great
grandfather including the names of his parents and brothers and
sisters and his address 'n 1851. This search facility scans many
worldwide databases; it may sometimes find records even if they
occur before the start of General Registration in 1837.

roots vv
.0.111* S41( hes

W.JK on. ba ItoomYtob 0.T

any est ry

1.1ess.s, l .0. 19.0 5.15

RootsWeb's WorldCoonect Project
Global Search

..SCOVF In MOM

Names 614 140 601 Syyromnes 5,27,24 Dasabsses 421.002

Results 1-2 at 2

BirdAliaseees DradrIMMI Order

alse Mt. Pb.. Dor Place Database record'

-01111112.12111t,* ABT 1818 Ease Yd. We BEF 1881

 Cii V . F Miry N Awn Odirfl, Mother Mall Pernty.lk Spouse klyi XX nght

RootsWeb enables family history researchers to communicate
via a Message Board with other people interested in a particular
surname. When I entered my surname into RootsWeb, 267
messages appeared, the second message involving my

grandfather and great grandfather.

Arthur Wright Getenby
Surnames > Gatenby

1881 census ksts John Gatenby ape 29 born 16 Thorn St Lwithorpeynte Mary age 25 born Riedale
Yorks,Arthur W Gatenby son ape 4 born Middlesbrough

Posted on: 14 Dec 1999, by
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Cyndi's List www.cyndislist.com

This Web site is a gateway to a vast number of cther genealogy
Web sites. As shown below, there are over 270,000 links to help
the family history researcher, covering an enormous range of
topics such as guidance for beginners, worldwide censuses and
numerous message boards.

yndis List
obs kismet

It94-2Q10: Your yr . ..r.irting point online for room than a (*p&p!

Go. glc-
Search

Web  Cyndtsitst corn

270.000+ links for
family history,

159.970 ,n
180* catogonos
10.060. raw_,EAt

yncatectorle0

&rows*
Cyndi's List

MIE.10512.8
toorcai Indorr

Alortabstrcal Index
-Flo Frills- Index

Texl-Only Index

Search:
Search or Browst

Main Category Index

EICUEE4UIJISLIoltl4P46SISJY21
Acadian Caoun & Creole ,rog,

.1 :00

&WOO or
..rowee kote-war 8 2001

&acid AN'
veaoloo,Nwer 2010

African American 642v.v. 21,0

Ancestry tom The Basics
upseteau.ro. a :0,0

AnlarCil Ca Me 4:
 :101

rT

Names
uoestea 'Inv 2010

Native American ,s3s,
.0 20,

Netherlands Nederland r
vw, a 29.0

NeWSWOUDS Jae;
6.88,8a Zaell

Newspapers
..4.118.....wcr I 2010

New Zealand .Noo
29.0

If you select England from the main index and tnen History &
Culture, there are lots of interesting online articles, such as the
History of the Census, shown in the extract below.

jai
2/

History
of the
Census

 TAIE &CENTENARY HONE

HIS I.rRYM THE CE NSLIS AREA UONI TORS HALL OF FACE

/11,14 qv I and the cantos proves that The IN modern oinsus of 11501
nit called amidst 113, star Prrtarn s 7owIn9 /ovular/on would oulablit M counlres
5,000, 0,1.. -...arc iatgr irdr sick, and mood are as 1001041 as eat

Thire haws boon groat changes on the census /soil von In last Iwo whales Iron tie
al limos conlroversral onosions on /to toms to the rnolhods of coltoding sloe;
processing and assess1ng the into( melon

1.1
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6
Using Census Records

Introduction
The census records from 1841 to 1911 enable you to find out
where your ancestors lived and who the other members of the
household were. My interest was to find out about my

was born. All I knew about mygrandparents who died before I

maternal grandparents was
that their surname was Walls. I
used a copy of my mother's
birth certificate as a starting
point as it gives a person's full
name, date and place of birth,
their parents' names (including
mother's maiden name) and
father's occupation.

Iimft I itits fl:t
'

If you haven't got a particular birth, ma'riage or death certificate
needed in your research, these can be obtained quite easily, as
described in Chapter 8

I decided to use the well-known genealogy Web site,

findmypast.co.uk. which can be launched by entering
www.findmypast.co.uk into your Web browser.

The examples in Chapters 6 and 8 of this book wee carried out
using findmypast.co.uk. All transcribed records are reproduced by

permission of findmypast.co.uk. All original images are Crown
Copyright, reproducec by courtesy of the National Arch yes, London.
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6 Using Census Records

Findmypast.co.uk
After entering the Web address as shown on the previous page,
the findmypast.co.uk Home Page opens, as shown below.

findmypast
watch with the experts

,f.
- age UK Visit us today .

19,, 44 n_.?...1.1 EMI]
.N Mein  

search 0 Re<ottls

1 111  ftIleWl n wend
. no,

......1*1111

 Lao ..0..r. u.... 2011

2 11.1,603111n

r.ynont opthort

Subetrtles
.. - i ewe

5.: 1111
Gene. co14.
@v.... 113,10041

cons

PAlialtsfo

IMO
SNP, ,11. ,, ^ea,

.11e.. *1

,. r4064 51142611111.13(

iiinlin-Lailil2111111111111111LAIMIt
SOMIdliLlegiliLIMUMUMILAILINS

N Km 000,d, 97 113 meaeb n
*W. 04/1 2N.  *ow I,
11:1121111LAriallli1ia.
12211kiesaalla

Ce*t Oekt VW I Cain., 10014. fa,t  o nnei..* co .

Ire. Is
ir .mph

. On am.,

,   

1911 cones

In the top left-hand corner of the screen there is a Welcome
back message, as I was a previous user of the site. This also
states that I have 66 credits left. Otherwise you can look at the
Payment options at the bottom left of the screen and either
subscribe for 6 months or a year or choose PayAsYouGo.

Across the top of the screen is a menu bar with buttons for all of
the main features of findmypast.co.uk, such as Census records,
Births, Marriages & Deaths and Migration, Military and
Specialist Records. The Family Trees feature on the menu bar
above provides free online software with which to create and
store your family tree. On the right of the screen there are links
leading to help in getting started and various tutorial videos. In
the lower centre of the screen are news items about the latest
records to be added to findmypast.co.uk. In the centre of the
screen is the Search feature discussed on the next page.
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Starting the Search
Enter the first and last names of the person you are looking for,
in this example my mother, Olive Walls. You don't need to enter
the birth and/or death year unless you are searching for a name
like Smith and are likely to get a lot of results.

Search Our Records

 Fields required

First Name

Ohre

 Last Name
Walls

Birth Year Death Year

Strfr( h

Search Births. Marnaaes and Deaths 5earch Census search Military

After I clicked Search the number of records found in the various
archives was displayed, including 2 in the 1901 Census records.

1901 Census

1911 Census

2 records

6 records

The records in the 1901 Census can be dismissed since my
mother was not born until 1904. However, the 1911 Census
records should contain my mother's family and clicking on the
highlighted text 6 records above produced the following list.

Oalieicansis
11111

YAK Ape so. BrlitellialIMICI Denary

110021.119Tal

Institution,

NIES
Itossagainal

Orksissal
crews
Maw

Hansabold
sr &mast Transcript

Institunon WALLS, Oars 1901 10 I' Tamonshorn WarynCkahor YEW YEW
MounsholO WALLS, Cave 195. 17 f York social...re (East Mons) YEW YEW

WALLS, Ohre 1907 4 f Darlington Dorton YEW MNMokosahokl
ok....hoid WALLS, Dine 1904 7 f musts. Le Samg Dads." YU( YEW
ma...e.se viAus. Came 190a 7 I, RotnborY YEW MYNonnuentaniond

Sussex.....hold WALLS. Dine May 1911 0 1 East Preston YEW YEW
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Viewing the Return for a Household
One of the records on the previous page agrees very closely with
my mother's birth certificate, i.e. the correct name, Olive Walls,
year of birth 1904 and place of birth Northumberland.

WALLS, Olive 1904 7 F Rothbury Northumberland

We can now choose to view a modern Household Transcript
(costing 10 credits) or the Original census image (30 credits).
The Household Transcript is shown on the next page.

Signing In or Signing Up

When you click either Household Transcript or Original
census image and you are a new user, the window shown
below appears. It will also appear if you are an existing user of
findmypast.co.uk and have not signed in.

If you are already a user of findmypast.co.uk, you sign in with
your username or e-mail address and password. If you are not
yet registered, click Sign up to become a registered user of
findmypast.co.uk. This will involve paying a subscription or
making a PayAsYouGo payment, e.g. £6.95 for 60 credits. This
is enough to view and print six census transcripts for a
household or two original census images.

Sign in to lindritypast.co.uk Sign In

Once you're signed In you can:

1. View millions of historical

records.

2 Budd your family tree for free

using Family Tree Explorer.

3 Buy or renew a subscription

or PavAsYouGo credits.

Username or Email Address

Password

Forgotten Password'

Not registered, lion 1W

Remember isle V Do not tick this if you are using a shared computer

Slow In 

After completing the signing in or registration procedure, the
household transcript or original census image (whichever you
selected earlier) will appear. A Household Transcript is shown on
the next page.
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1911 census - household transcription

Address:.. r

Cost:
edits urle" vOu ha,

se

tiros, RANKnllga CHANG11 stunt Failater YIHUON

0 anagasearch reSull*

Relation
Condition/
Trs married

011 search results

Occupation

LatillOM

"ere PornName
Birth

Sex Age Year

WALLS, Christophermead mened
26 years

m 46 1565 'Nh.nestore riardSreaker 7,umfnes

WALLS, Mary Ann ,..pir Ha rid
:6 rears

F 43 1560 %ell,n0

WALLS, Wilkes. S:r 5,ngie N 21 1890 whnestone mand15reckir 're sou,

WALLS. 'icily : aughte 5,rgoe F 17 1594 4. mbieton

WALLS, Christopher Scr H 11 1900 !.mbleton

WALLS. Thornesina :,aughte- F 9 1902 Embleton

WALLS, Olive L'aughte F 7 1904 6 Titileton

WAU.S, Joseph Son M 5 1906 Embleton

WALLS, Catherine Oaughte F 2 1909 T,Putehouse

PATTISON. George Johnston Soarde single N 28 1883 ...mestore Qurne".... Cp -xx
WHITE, Frank ew,cke, Swipe hi 36 1075 Whinesione Mend -Breaker Edinburgh

JONES. Marry sc...de, Envie H 24 1087 WhinytOnt Quarryman Barney U 5 A

Although the household transcription above is quite legible, you

can click PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSION as shown above to
produce the format shown in the small extract below.

1911 census transcription details for: Villecte House Ewesley Noosed.

Rattossal Archive Reference:
R0140N31188 RG78PNI785 RD569 '11 1-314 -4152

Reg. Mgt net: Rothbury Sub District: ,40,,'t .1

Parish: Ritter., White House F num. District:

Address:
County:

Name

White Molna E,MSley Morpeth

Northumberland

Condition/ Birth
Relation Yrs married See Age Year Occupation Where Born

WALLS, Christopher Head sisrned si 46 1865 '.iihmastorte Mand-Breaker pumfnes
26 years

WALLS, Mary Are, Wife Married F 43 1868 Fdling
26 years

WALLS, William Son Single 14 21 1890 Nhinestona IStind-Breaker Fife Shire
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The results list displayed after a search include an option to
VIEW the original transcript, as shown on the right below.

WALLS. Cleve 1904 7 S Naughton Le SOnng 0.4"..". YEW MILYIWALLS, O. 1904 7 I, Rothbury Northumberland YIN WM
WALLS, Olive Nay 1911 0 I' East Preston Sussex MN YIDY

The middle record above is my mother Olive Walls and
Rothbury is the registration district for Ewesley, shown on the
census return on the previous page. Searching the Internet
revealed that Ewesley is a few scattered cottages and
farmhouses with a quarry, disused railway line and a reservoir.
Rothbury is a small market town a few miles away, situated on
the river Coquet. According to various Web sites, Rothbury is in a

beautiful area surrounded by hills such as Simonside and the
Cheviot hills. Cragside nearby, was the first house in the world to
have hydro -electricity and is now a National Trust property.

Now if you select VIEW under Original census image (the right-
hand VIEW above) the original census image should appear if
you are a signed in as a user and have enough credits.
Otherwise you will be asked to sign in, register if a new user or
credit your account with some money. Original census records
cost 30 credits each. You can either use PayAsYouGo and Buy
Credits as shown below or take out a subscription for 6 or12
months.

PayAsYouGo options

0 now much do records cost to view'

valid for

Number of credits

All Records

PayAsYouGo 2/30 PnyAsYouGo 60

365 Days

280 credits

E24.

Buy ( redas PO.

90 Days

60 credits

E6.rs

gie

12111=1___
Once your account has enough funds, the original transcription of
the census records should appear as shown on the next page.
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Viewing an Original Census Image
The census return tilled in by the enumerator for the White
House, Ewesley is shown below. To view different parts of the
image, place the mouse cursor over the image and hold down
the left mouse button. Now keeping the button held down, drag
the image in the direction you require.

 .....1114.1.4. C4,010.r 1.4ge no -4-1

OwInwow*,c

1911 Casa
WALI.S. OW.
R0111111.01. NerdmaiwrInml mc i41131166 /Boo ref, RD,.
.1101451152

EtA ±

. let r

ti
t.

.20 ...a...a 1

ews-ww. ails

44.ae

 loa

Olowtoong oCIlls 56

°raw. Ow. I faa,m. to:

toomrwlww In. moo.

us] cliag lama Leo ors

 Cwwwww www,/ws rcyrdwe0

....AAPTienownprowmminew

911116.1
a. -

PE4:F-'11.74 t

1 trojiland

w Non... >1

On. we wham ow7
OINKIIMILMILKON0661

MOO

1.4

 Wwwww111141

The menu bar across the centre of the screen has several useful
tools, as shown below.

CI A

The hand icon on the left above
permits scrolling of the image, by
dragging, as described above. The
single magnifying glass next to the
hand above is used to enlarge a
small area of the image at the
current cursor position

' 144,4 7*,,
' 4* -0. -_ kiWastir

.
,

k.16."=14a.,CArsArir-

11-17F-AZI-1



6 Using Census Records

Next are two icons for saving and printing an image.
The two magnifying glass icons are used to zoom in
and zoom out of the image. The group of icons on
the right of the toolbar above are used to change the
width and height of the image, to rotate the image
through 90 degrees, to present white text on a blue background
and to display the image in full screen mode.

Enumerator's Information
One of the advantages of
viewing the original image is
that it contains more
information than the transcript.
This includes additional
information recorded by the
census enumerator. For
example, the census transcript
for my grandfather's household gave the address as White
House. Clicking Description on the right above produces the
information below. This shows that the full address was Ritton
White House and consisted of White House Farm and Cottages,
White House Lime and Whinestone Quarry, Cottages and Works.

N

(P.k

Remaining credits: 26

Original Images

Qnainal Add -en_ Cover

Enume-ato,s book magas

11 ;111.4L2 Totals! Descnation

S -3 72: t. .A
,

le Item Gria,
p

ocarnon rarimmemDwM
r .www www w. ow. now. IS *AM& & Om No..

14 &&.  a "
L. ; I

1144. 'A.A.* . e...crv.. tfte4,21t
A tta. 4 e4 ,,:t

.  Loutt 2./La
1.1.4. Ger Am_ ger.1"--6 d

Am.. /flux. 41,=...
A&04:10.,
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Using the LizardTech Enhanced Viewer
Not surprisingly some of the scanned images of the old census
returns are difficult to read, even after zooming in or using the
magnifying glasses described earlier. On the right of the screen
there is a link to download to your computer an enhancec viewer.

Save image to computer 10'

Image too slow to
appear?

Download free en -anted

(As shown above there is also a button to allow you to save a
copy of the image to your computer).

Click Download free enhanced viewer, as shown above then
click the Download button next to your particular version of
Windows, as shown below.

1. XP with Service Pack 3 Vista or Windows 7 (support 61 bit machines)

Download 

2. XP without Service Pack 3, Windows 2000, ME, 98

Download 

It is now just a case of clicking Run and Next, etc, and agreeing
to allow the enhanced software to be installed on your ccmputer.
The enhanced viewer is called LizardTech DjVu and is a 'plugin",
a program used to improve anothe-, larger program. This
particular plugin is designed to improve the display of scanned
images. such as the original census images, in the Internet
Explorer Web browser.

When the installation is complete, click Continue and the original
image will now be displayed in the Liza'dTech enhanced viewer,
as shown on the next page.

(3,3



6 Using Census Records

You should see the LIZARDTECH logo near
the top left of the screen and also the words
findmypast.co.uk enhanced viewer. The LIZARDTECH viewer
has a different toolbar across the top of the screen, with more
options than the standard viewer toolbar. Images should also
load more quickly using the enhanced viewer.

(11, LIZARDTECH

co ./44/ 11.
'9111=53

./001104 8 17. I AT ©gel
ni on& 4.

.  WI t E

_i_44// 111.0
. Pt

 ..1.0 7r -n.
 -  - ' 114r

4.1.
/*LA,  /..f./11 44.

C.O.,' CO.n.ght lenOO COVROC/ o 1.1.1.1OonI Arch..... r E-;

Recap of the Work So Far
So far we have used findmypast.co.uk to have a look at the
census records for 1911, the latest available census. Starting
with a person's name and place of birth you should be able to
find them in any census taken in their lifetime from 1841 to 1911,
unless they were away from home at the time of the census.
Then you can see details of their address and other members of
their household. As shown earlier, the census records can be
displayed as a modern transcript in a perfectly legible typeface;
alternatively you can view and print scanned images of the
original documents. The original images can be difficult to read,
although various magnifying tools are available. As just
described you can also download a free enhanced image viewer
called LizardTech DjVu. The original images contain additional
enumerator information, not included in the transcripts.
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Going Back in Time
The 1911 census showed my grandfather's family living at White
House, Ewesley, near Rothbury in Northumberland. However, as
shown below, several of the children, including my mother, Olive,
were listed as being born before 1911 at Embleton.

Name Relation
Condense/
Yrs married

Bath
See Ape Year Occupation Mien Sore

WALLS, CMOsOw mead
riarrnit
26 years

M 46 1865 .hh,neetone mandBreaker Currf,es

WALLS, Mary Ann Wife
MarredF
26 rears

Al 1866 Oellorg

WALLS, w,11.orn Son SIf1(116 M 21 189C 'hhoneetOne mend -Smoker F,fe Shire

WALLS, Polly Daughter Single F 17 189. trribketon

WALLS, Chnstooher Son m :: 19CC trntAtton

WALLS, Thornamna Daughte, F 9 1901 8,bleton

WALLS, Olive Dowel,. F 7 :904 Irndeton

WALLS. Joseph Son m 5 1906 Ennt.leton

WALLS, Catherine Daughter F 2 1909 Li Ntehouse

PATTI50M, Co110,Q Johnston Soarde. single M 28 1883 omestone Quarryman Gr.111,n0Ck

WWI!, Frank eorde. Songle m 36 1875 Whmestone Mamd-5naakee ed,nbu,gh

)0N85. mar,v Board*. 5.ng1e m 24 1887 Whinstone Quarryman Varner U 5 A

The 1911 census above showed that five children were Dorn at
Embleton from 1894 to 1906. So the family should appear on the
1901 census. Using findmypast.co.uk and going straight to the
Census section we can select Search by person's name and
click the green Search button, as shown below.

Census Search

1911 census

1901 census

Search by persons name

Search by address

Search by person's name

Search by address

Search P

Search 

Search P

Search P.

EathsYsuca
Sriskti

Trenscrpt Images

%llama's/as

10 30

10 30 se

5 5

5 5

Note that transcripts and images for the 1901 census only cost 5
credits - cheaper than the 1911 census documents. At the time
of writing the 1911 census records had not been released for
very long.
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6 Using Census Records

This time I enter my grandfather's name, Christopher Walls.
into the 1901 person search, as shown below.

findmypast .
°auk

Home

search with the experts 

Family Trees Births, Marriages & Deaths

1901 person search

C

ilteunited

Nalcoma back l.m credit

Migration Military

basic search advanced search search tips- -
First name:

Christopher

Include variants

OCcupation:

County:

Any

census reference search

CLEAR CCM

Lest name

Walls

Include variants

Birth place:

Birth year:

2

Place of residence (keyword s

Sort results by:

Name, A to Z

No information other than the name was needed. as shown by
the results below, which list two Christopher Walls in the
registration district of Alnwick. Clicking to View the transcript for
the first Christopher Walls at Alnwick revealed that they did live
at Embleton as shown on the next page. The two Christophers
were my grandfather and uncle, neither of whom I ever met.

Search

Y,f/E Age

new 190t search

County

reaehne current set

NOON Sex Registration Distnci

Origin
Household censc
Transcript imag

WALLS, Chris Jon 1898 3 M Middlesbrough Yoriohire (North riding) SCILLY YILLI,
WALLS, Chnstopher 1838 63 m Caistor Uncelnehrni YIEIK IlfM
WALLS, Chnstopher 1875 26 M Prestwich Lancashire YIEW YIEIN
WALLS, Chnstopher 1854 47 M Texteth Park Lancashire
WALLS, Christopher 1855 46 M Wigan Lancashire MI MI
WALLS. Chnstopher less 16 M Wigan Lancashire YEW YIEY_q
WALLS, Christopher 1889 12 Ng Howdy, Yorkshire (east riding) YEW IILIN
WALLS. Christopher 1866 35 SI Alnwick Northumberland YEW OM
WALLS. Chnstopher
IYAl C flkevatnalle.e A

1900
IV./

1

15
M
St

Alrhinck
1121.44,..seln

Northumberland
A.IMA YEW

mew
ItlEn
vr n
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Using Census Records 6

find my past auk

search with the experts

# Reunited
Now free, e

..e ,,-e ,, credits len: 261 ms_g.

Home family Trees Births, Marriaces  Deaths Census

1901 census - household transcription

Person. WALLS, Christopher
Address: Blue Ron, emblazon

Migration Military =CZ

Cost:
ou mil be charged S credits trenOrial end S Credits for en .mege, ur less you have pwohesee a
sulnicription to, the set Col .re, 7s

410011 MakriCeiriglY consul /1100111 lititht:ti V1111001

al census search results 1901 address search make,

Birth Occupation
Name Relation Condition Sex Age Year Disability Where Born

WALLS, Chniannhar 05/id meened ei 35 1866 Whmstone armies, Scotland

WALLS, MaryAnn Vnte Harmed S 33 1865 WY&Noon'

umbMind
WALLS, Saroh Nine Daughter Single F 13 1888 Scotland

WALLS, William Son H 11 1890 Scotland

WALLS, Miry Ann Daughter F 7 1894 emblazon
Nortrumbenand
emblazonWALLS.

ACM*, Daughter F S 1896 Northumberland

WALLS, Ch-edOehit Son M 1 :9CC
embleton
NOrthirribit,lrd

The 1911 census shown on page 65 listed 5 children born at
Embleton between 1894 and 1906. The 1901 census above
shows my grandparents' address as BILe Row, Embletcn. Also
that two of the children were born in Scotland.

I now wanted to go back to see where my grandparent's and
their children were living in1891. After clicking Census from the
findmypast.co.uk menu bar shown above, select Search by
person's name as shown below.

1891 census

1881 census

Search by person's name

Search by address

Search by person's name

Seach by address

Search

Search O'

Search 10

Search 10
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6 Using Census Records

The 1891 census showed that at that time my grandparents were
married and had three children, including Elizabeth aged 5; she
didn't appear on the 1901 when she would have been 15. In

1891 the family were living at 12, Towns Street, Gateshead.

A similar search for my grandfather in the 1881 ce'isus showed a
Christopher Walls living in Long Benton Village, Northumberland.
The fact that he was born in 1865 in Scotland made it likely that
he was my grandfather. If so, he had not yet married at this time
and was living with my great grandparents William and
Elizabeth, born in Scotland and Ireland respectively.

1881 census - household transcription

Person: 'WALLS, C8restoune,
Address: Long ben, value. longberton

Cost:
1"..anscnut.ons are 1-ee 1o, 11,1 set or ,ecc-dc *Olt. cl,,ped 5 :,ed.ts1c., en ,mage unless .

ta.. otec,sed  suescpc,8,- 8...c 5,1 :1 ccCl=
 tintiLl 11111 .tigress search 011111111 t9Hcit

Original
Birth Occ upation

Name itrlateon ondn.un Sex Ape Year Disability r. Rom image

WALLS, W .. - 32 1134.4 nionwa, Lab (Road cab) l'115'.'
WALLS, 81.2te,
WALLS. CSr.200Ntr Sot

, 42 1839
1061 "4,.., Labe (401J0)

1.e

VIII')
WALLS. Jamas Son 14 11 1820 Scholar I, .11 V.:

WALLS, Wiliam Sot S.4. M 7 1871 Scholar
N.: .115'!

WALLS. Prenck San Sepia M A 1817

From the fact that my grandfather appeared to have married
between 1881 and 1891, I was able to use the findmypast.co.uk
BMD records to obtain his marriage certificate as discussed
shortly. I later acquired a copy of his birth certificate using the
ScotlandsPeople Web site. These confirmed that his parents
were indeed William and Elizabeth. A further search of the 1871
census showed my grandfather aged 6 living with his parents at
Wallsend, Tynemouth. As my grandfather was born in 1865 in
Scotland, 1871 was as far back as I could gc in the censuses for
England and Wales. However, more information on my
grandfather was to be found using the ScotlandsPeople Web
site as discussed in Chapter 7.
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Using Census Records 6

Using Google to Explore a Locality
If you live a long way from your family's roots, you can use a
search engine like Google to find out a great deal about the area.
As I live over 200 miles from Northumberland it was very helpful
to find out about the area without leaving home. By entering
Ritton White House (obtained from the 1901 census) into
Google I quickly found a lot of links to very relevant Web sites.

Go. isle
1 Everything

More

1 he web
Pages horn the UK

MO,  search tools

Ritton White House

About 10 900 ,eves ,o 2, .scones,

.or h

The Gatehouse website record for Ritton White House
29 Jun 2010 ... PastScape record reads Possible romans of a vele built between 11r,, 1,,011

now mcoporated onto a later budding al RItton VVITIM House ...
h 4.- h h ,thitrodaos htmi Cached

Keys To The Past Ref No N10815
Ritton White Wine ttlunnykak) A group of 19th century planned larm Ntoktongs s -and at this
site ... kitten White House Holinglill Photo by Peter Ryder ...

Cum., Pa 10. ur iuchamcc'K2P nst,K2PDwarPreadtorm Cached

Risca - Rivincson I Bntish History Online
RITTON.WHITEPAXISE a tomeshrp el the pinched chapelry ci Nether Waton ,omit rd
Rothbury W daemon d Morpeth ward N Wesson ot Northumberland ...
ee.w* bash -history ac lc,' report asp.'1,,,ornpei=:-, TAO a, '..l

A RENTON MORPETH. NORTHUMBERLAND, RITTON WHITE HOUSE
FARM ...
Company voile a RENTON. MORPETH NORTHUMBERLAND RV TON WHITT HOTISF
FARM. NETHERVVITTON
wenv cylex-uk co ukicompany,erenton 12777602 Mml Cached

Places in Northumberland R
IT An 2001 ... Whoa White House See fletherrvitton [Parochial Chapelryi iRegO,Sirt,f)!
RolisbutyrRolisbury - see Northumberland North 2nd (OS Grid Ref) ...
wow bpears ono uk genuk, tiE31 Ga:etteer 11131. R -itml Cached

A history of Northumberland, in three Darts Gooale Books Result

214 both It and the Coat park hare commodious modem farm houses opal them tier the
Dissofulion we Ind the White house East litnon colt park ...

rooks googie co Jitibooks-14.k55nAAAAMAA.

These included an ordnance survey map which showed the
exact location of the house where my mother's family lived in
1911. The Web site also stated that there had been a bastle at
the site of Ritton White House. A bastle is a fortified farmhouse,
commoily found along the border between England and
Scotland. The bastle was designed to keep out marauding cattle
rustlers known as border reivers during violent times in the area.
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6 Using Census Records

The 1901 census showed my grandfather's family living at
Embleton, where my mother and most of the other children were
born. Google searches revealed that Embleton is a small coastal
village overlooking Embleton Bay as shown below.

© Philip Lindsay, xlab.co.uk, Newcastle on Tyne

These pictures were found by searches using Google Images.
The ruined Dunstanburgh Castle lies on the coast at Embleton.

© Philip Lindsay, xlab.co.uk, Newcastle on Tyne
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Using Census Records 6

A whinstone (or whirestone) ridge separates the village of

Embleton from the sea and there was a quarry shown below
around 1880. The 1901 census, stated that my grandfather
worked as a "whinstore breaker", presumably at tf'e Embleton
Quarries shown below.

It can be seen from the above
photograph that apart from a great
deal of man power, the quarry also
used horses and steam locomotives.

Shown on the right is al extract from
an Ordnance Survey map of

Embleton in 1897. The Embleton
Quarry appears near the top of the
map.

The two images on this page appear
Communities Web site Et:

http://communities.northumberland.gov.uk

They are reproduced here with permission from Northumberland
Collections Service.

on the Northumberland
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6 Using Census Records

Summary
The census records can provide a wealth of information about
your family from 1841 to 1911 as follows:

Web sites like findmyast.co.uk make it very easy to
locate a household at the time of a particular census.

In some cases all you need is a person's first name and
surname. You don't need to fill in every box. If a lot of
people have the same name, you can narrow down the
search using an approximate year or place of birth.

A good starting point for family research is a birth
certificate; if these are not readily to hand in the family
they can be obtained easily from the General Register
Office, as described in Chapter 8.

The birth certificate gives the date and place of birth,
the names of the parents including the mother's maiden
name and the father's occupation.

The information from the birth certificate will allow you
to find who was alive at the time of a census. The
census lists the names of everyone in the household,
their occupations and dates and places of birth.

Now you can work back through earlier censuses to
trace your family members, perhaps living in different
places and following different occupations.

An Internet search engine such as Google can unearth
a great deal of information about the history of a village
or birthplace and display maps to ident fy the precise
location of a house.

The findmypast.co.uk Web site, census records and my
computer enabled me to find some of my roots in the wild and
historic lands of Northumberland and also Scotland. Without
online research I would not have known any of this.
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7
Scottish Roots

Introduction
Chapter 6 showed how, using findmypast.co.uk and the census
records, I discovered that my grandfather Christopher Walls was
born in Dumfries in Scotland 1865 or 1866. (Birth years are not
always completely accurate; for example. a birth at the end of a
year might not be registered until the next year).

0 census search re15015 gll search reign

Name

Ltthihnt4111

Cc ndit ion / Birth
Relation Yin married Sex Age Year Occupation Where Born

WALLS, Chnstophar

WALLS, Nary Ann

ea!

.V

ied

ma-r.d
M a6 1865 :01...nestoritt mardBteaFe- titnMies

F 43 186!

I also found out teat Christopher later moved around
Northumberland, first with his parents anc then with its wife and
children. For example. The 1901 Census recorded the family
living at Embleton in Northumberland, as shown below.

0 man aarch results INIacklress search redefine

Birth Occupation
Name Relation ( ondthon Sex Age Year Disabildy Where Dorn

A ALLS, CtinSt0eatt -.!._ Iii w! M 35 1866 Whnstore 13,eake, Scotian!

WAS, Mary Ann .'.re,fe 1.14.,,.*0 F 33 1868
girth
Noethunbatiand

WALLS, Sarah Nine Daughter Si Kilt F 13 18813 Scotian!

WALLS, William Son M 11 1890 Scotian!

'VA/ I f Mane Ann -A itlIkIII, E 7 itta+ Fmbletcr

The 1901 Census also shows that two children. Sara'i and
William, my aunt and uncle, were born in Scotland in 1888 and
1890 respectively. To find out more about these Scottish

connections I needed to use ScotlandsPeople, the official
government Web site for genealogical data for Scotlanc. The
Web site is opened by entering the following into the address bar
of a Web browser such as Internet Explorer. as shown below.

http://scotlandspeople.gov.uk:
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7 Scottish Roots

Getting Started
The ScotlandsPeople Web site opens at the Home Page, as
shown below:

k4 ScotlandsPeople The off.ctai government sours
OF yenealog.cal data to, Scotian

Netennr-S1 the I Mors le The moose I New met essestIces Foam I

Wektiffat to Fa otlandcPeople. one of the Laws,

mint sources of ononal pc/wake:peal ntormaten

Woth almost SO nlion records to access, we hope

reit Coat wd he enpoyable and that you are

vn<essh5 n solemner ting uenprabons.

Enka .1.1411fflit Moe

Yew Ravin If, tO XXX,

Areall F 11 ( OKA OW IMG GlIF

REGISTERED USER lOGIII

Us! rnatne

Fleet losernaene here

fc-o.tte, Lso,rafne essn0-2-

POW WARS If GISIFR WIRE
rscctss CIFrou

lAtIGI UPWAIF a POWS

 aREAT NEWS RA-activalo your .one.d ScoSlardzatooli
ZIRSE

Statutory 1,144Mors Ohl Parish eeetiters Camas emceed, Other hoards

91131111.0./aSSI * Okthelleelletee  Mil  liZI  12111
FiREEMISIALtrtiM 12.14-111311  1121 Inn 'web 1313-1.01 Meal
0tathi115Iz29124  imolLtlauleost  Mkt .1121

LULUS!  IOLL(1121) lin- IWO Mee)
 Doelhelbartele_ Seihtatillnik

At the top right there is a button to allow new users
to register and set up a username and password;
existing users can simply select the login button and
enter their username and password. The Access
Charges link opens a page explaining the rate for
viewing different types of document, such as birth, marriage and
death records.

You can use the Free Surname Search window shown on the
left above to find out which registers in ScotlandsPeople contain
a particular surname. To view the actual records you need to
have registered, purchased some credits (£6 for 30 credits) and
signed in with your username and password.

Register

unto
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Scottish Roots 7

Searching for a Birth in Scotland
I wanted to search for the birth of my grandfather, which I knew
from the censuses was around 1865 to 1867. Under Statutory
Registers shown on the previous page. select Births 1855-
2006. Now enter the Surname and Forename and, if necessary,
select the Sex (not essential in this particular case).

Search Statutory Register Births
v,c. hee to more ,r10,n1PD0r

Surname: 

orename

Sex:

Year Range:

Walls

Use '1;estreits

(.hfislophref

a forenames that began watt, these cfsereclers

Maki

18E4. TO 1667

A bulb the. oesty+ed at the and of a year may not have been registered until the tegtelseN of the next year

COUnty/Ctly/DknO, ROM.* Pico its

Dtstrel: 111112 It
ABEtUY
ARMY ST ,IATFSANS

In the above example, I specified the birth year as 1865-1867.
No district was selected. After clicking the Search button I was

told that only 1 match had been found. To see the matching
record, as shown below, click Yes and then View.

Ile veer summne rentramans tea Dastnct Ctiv/Caartly/ Ma GOOD Data Imago (attract

1 1145 JAW; C141510r1IFIt w IRMAJFER ictRaCCUDENUGar 667/00 yuly IAIDI

At this stage I could not be certain that this Christopher Walls was my
grandfather. The result above had the right name and year of birth
but made no mentior of Dumfries, which appeared as

Christopher's birthplace on the 1901 census record. After a little
research with Google and Google maps I soon realised that
Troqueer mentioned above is close to the town of Dumfries and
within the county of Dumfries and Galloway.
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7 Scottish Roots

When entering the search criteria you don't always need to fill in
every box. For example, when I missed off the year of birth and
repeated the search, sixteen Christopher Walls were found. This
time the only search criteria were the first name and second
name and the fact that they were born in Scotland. However,
only one was born in 1865 and all of the others were born in the
20th or 21st centuries. So this must surely be my grandfather.

GIKISNo Year Surname

et6 WALL!.

Forename

C:nkIST(NMtk

Sex

U

District

kottLA 1 k

ClIg/Counly/P111

/Kliti(CUODAILita

Data

Pe2/00

Image

ynyi

()Arad

WIPER

1904 WALLS ClIRISTOPril 'I Lo< tit t DuNDEE C1TY/ANGUS

001..

;412/0S
ooce

(PAIDI

ylfatt15
DRUBomits'

Viewing an Image of a Birth in Scotland
Some birth records in Scotland have an image of the full birth
details available to view on screen. This cortrasts with the
English records, where you must find the indexes of a birth and
order a copy of the birth certificate to be posted tc you.

In order to see the image (if available) click View as shown
above. The fact that the record above says PAID is because I

had already viewed the record on a previous occasion. Normally
an image, as shown below, costs 5 credits to view the first time;
you don't have to pay for repeat viewings.

As shown below, the image includes the usual birth certificate
information; the date and place of birth, the name of the child, the
names of the parents and the mother's maiden name. Also the
address of the family and the occupation of the father.

d;./?:( -/

.5:Lce._

V.4.4.ard
.

-

1'1;41'
I ji#1014

AVA 14)71:2

et 9:feotre

An ORDER button on the right of the screen allows you to order
(for £10) an official certificate containing the birth record.
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Scottish Roots 7

The extract from the image at the bottom of the previous page
was printed out and with the help of a magnifying glass I was
able to see that Christopher Walls' parents were William and
Elizabeth, the same names as the parents of Christopher Walls
in the 1871 Census in Northumberland as shown below.

Birth
Name Relation Condition Sex Age ear Occupation Where Dorn

WALLS, Wolliarn Head M 28 1843 Sco land

WALLS, Elizabeth Wife F 32 1839 Ireland

WALLS, Chnstopher M 6 1865 Scoland

w,ALLS James M 1 11370 NOAhumbeland

I was now confident that Christopher Walls born in Dumfries in
1865 to William and Elizabeth Walls was ndeed my grandfather.

The birth image at the bottom of the previous page also showed
that the family lived at 9, Church St, Maxwelltown, a par: of the
town of Dumfries. A quick search using Google Maps produced
the map below, clearly showing Maxwelltown and Church St.

Web Images Videos Maps News Shopping Gma,1 more 

Go sic maps Maxwelltown Search Maps
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Finding Out About a Place
As I have never been to the area, I decided to use my online
resources to find out about Maxwelltown. Dumfries.

Using Google Street View

Google have employed cars and other vehicles to film many
areas of the world including the UK and the results are available
through Google Maps. Type the name of the town or village into
Google Maps and zoom in as far as possible. If the area has
been filmed by Google a panoramic view at street level is

displayed. You can scroll around the screen viewing the houses
from different angles.

When I entered Maxwelltown into Google Maps, as shown below,
I first located Church Street, as shown on the previous page.
Zooming in produced the 3D Google Street View shown below.

Street View gives the actual house numbers and unfortunately it
appeared that the house where my grandfather was born had
been demolished to make way for a block of flats. However,
Google Maps and Street View in particular a -e an extremely
useful resource to get a feel for a district.
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Scottis- Roots 7

Searching with GENUKI

GENUKI is a tremendous source of information about people and
places and can be launched from the address bar of your Web
browser, as shown below.

4
GENUKI: UK & Ireland Genealogy - Windows Internet Explorer

0  ; 4 http: vvvon.genuki.org.uk
......,

When the GENUKI Home page is displayed, Contents
select Contents & Search and then click & Search
Search. Enter the name of the place, in this
case Maxwelltown and click Search Webpages.

Enter search term

Maxwelltown Search Webpages

The search produces, amongst other things, an article describing
the parish Troqueer in Kircudbrightshire which lies within

Maxwelltown. These places were all mentioned on Chrislopher
Walls birth record.

1 Kok, ildisylibline

I roqueer

'The name of the parish was %linen Troguire in the records of the kith .ession
It comprises a gime of 8 miles in length, and 5 Mat, in breadth, and he, for its boundaries, 7essegle, on the north
Lochrutton on the west, and the ricer Nith on the east
The parish may be said to be derided into three distinct pats by three ranges of &salons
The tiro range, %WI rises still a gradual accthity from the riser has king beenm CUE], aeon

As it lies width the burgh roods of Mazwelltoun and contains a large portion of ?Amu
The second elevation, otOb rises to a greater height than the last. and e steads considerabh' father to th: south, a
veids crops of unapt and potatoes, hay and oats. theat outback,: of the best going....
Niairwelltowa, About messy -one years ago a was ertectell into Iamb ot barony ...
It steads °mode to the burgh damnifies, stab wlich it is connected It too bririges it stands on a bunk or nag
and with its burros, -roods comprises a space of nearly a mie n length aid a halt a mile in breads -di 8..es

dot Ski:Latta! t count, Blackwoost
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Searching with Google

A Web search with Google produced a Wikipedia page which
informs that Maxwelltown was merged with Dumfries in 1929 and
that Troqueer is a suburb of Maxwelltown. The market town of
Dumfries lies on the east side of the River Nith w th Maxwelltown
on the other side.

A search for Maxwelltown in Google with the Images option
selected produced a variety of thumbnail images as shown in the
small sample below. Clicking on each of the thumbnail images
leads to the full size image.

Web Images Vrdeog Maps Flews Sh000mg Gmail more 

Go. igle Maxwelltown Search

t 4,1e44,4":erit

The PMh and Ilillauwelhnwii ui
768 512
chns j fergusson 20m corn
Find similar images

Welcome the the
_sr

 -
ThP Fiurgh of Maxwelhown 11w Maxwelltown

tuturemuseurn co to

1.1414;

Maxwelltown Queensberry

raiibrit co UR

removed to Maxwellto

Using only a computer and the Internet. I was able to find the
exact address where my grandfather was born and get a good
idea of the locality - without ever having visited the area.
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Children Born in Scotland
I had found my grandfatner on every census from 1871 to 1911,
living in either Durham or Northumberland. However, two of his
children, Sarah and William were born Scotand in 1888 and
1890 respectively, as shown below in the 1891 census transcript
from findmypast.co.uk.

Birth Oclupation .
Name Relation Condition Sex Age Year Disability Where Boris

WALLS, Cnstopher Head Maned M 25 1866 General Labourer S.:otland

WALLS, Mary A Wife Named F 23 1968 Ca Durham Felling

WALLS, Elizabeth A Daughter Single F 5 1886 Willington
Ca Durham

WALLS, Sarah ] Daughter Single F 3 1888 Scotland

WALLS, William Son Single M 1 1890 Scotland

A search for Sarah Walls birth was carried out in

ScotlandsPeople in the way described on pages 75 and 76,
using Births 1855-2006 under Statutory Registers. When
Sarah's year of birth was not specified 41 results were found.
Including a birth year range of 1886-1890 in the search criteria
brought the number of results down to 3 Only one was born in
1888 and viewing the image. shown below, confirmed that this
was Sarah, born to parents Christopher and May Ann Walls
(formerly McKeown).

No Year Surname Forename Sex District City/County/MR

1888 WALLS SARAH f bALLINGRY /FIFE

, J

_Lead_ ,I1/14,....".,./ .,i 4.04p, Av... a
,f.

i .../c_

1, ..0..,
ii , a :- . Al hi, At a In.., hA //. AA- Eh 1 & Aar

ht I. tvAi 4, 67.;:,

1I'Ff,- ,4 I
r.....

i-.lii-......--044
lk.(Ira

s-hre4.4...-A,..
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7 Scottish Roots

A similar search found the birth record of Wiliam Walls. my
uncle, born 1890, in the same place, Lumphinnons in Fife. No
detailed address was given. Using a Google Web search, Google
Maps and GENUKI as previously described I was able to get
some knowledge about the village of Lumphinnons where the
births of Sarah and William were registered.

Summary

Scottish births, deaths and marriages are held in

separate archives from those for England and Wales.
The official government Web site for accessing Scottish
records is ScotlandsPeople.

Using findmypast.co.uk, the censuses of England and
Wales provided names, birth places and birth years for
relatives born in Scotland. These enabled the birth
records to be found in ScotlandsPeople.

In some cases the birth records in ScotlandsPeople
provide an onscreen image giving full details about the
birth, including the name of the child, date and place of
birth and parents' names. The English birth records only
provide an index, allowing a paper copy of the birth
certificate to be ordered online. ScotlandsPeople also
includes an option to order a certificate.

Google Maps was used to find the town and street
where a family lived, in an unfamiliar part of Britain.

Zooming in as far as possible launches Google Street
View. This displays panoramic views of the street from
various angles. (Some areas may not yet have been
filmed for Street View).

The GENUKI Web site is a valuable resource for finding
out about parishes. towns and villages. This includes
historical information about places which will probably
have changed a great deal in the last two centuries.
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8
Births, Marriages
and Deaths

Introduction
In 1837 it became mandatory to record all of the vital events,
such as births, marriages and deaths of people in England and
Wales. Similar legislalicn followed in Scotland in 1855. These
databases are called the Civil Registers and are maintained by a
government department known as the General Register Office
(GRO). The information in these records is used to produce legal
documents for each c tizen, such as birth, marriage and death
certificates.

As discussed shortly, you can use your computer to obtain the
BMD certificates for people alive from 1837 onwards. All you
need is their name, approximate date of the event and the place
where the event (birth, marriage or death) took place. Web sites
like findmypast.co.uk allow you to find the indexes for a

particular certificate. Then a copy can be ordered online from the
General Register Office, as discussed shortly. The birth,

marriage and death certificates contain a lot of family history
material. For example, the marriage certificate below shows that
my great, great grandfather. Jonathan Gatenby's was a mariner
and married in 1841 at Whitby. Yorkshire to Ann Wright. Both
were 25 and living in Sleights. Their fathers. William Gatenby
and Joseph Wright were both farmers.

4 IttWila b. - YE K* uJ. Cseay .Itl
3,37:7-aGGT

raft.11. i Owe sower  111011. r   WI. r.=,

Ail/4w 0076, ?UK* '.his/w. ;

4.,jdo 410 NV/4
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8 Births, Marriages and Deaths

Starting the Search
Having found out quite a lot about my maternal grandparents and
their migration around Northumberland I now wanted to find out
what I could about my grandparents on my father's side. They
had also died before I was born. I knew that my father was born
before 1911 in the Middlesbrough area. I should therefore be
able to find the family in the 1911 census. Firs: I entered my
father's name, Arthur Gatenby and Middlesbrough into the
findmypast.co.uk 1911 person search, as shown below.

1911 person search

basic search

First name:

Arthur

I Include ,,anants

Occupation:

County:

Any

advanced search

census relerence search

CLEAR CE033

search tips

Last name

Gatenby

Include vanants

Birth place:

Middlesbrough

Birth yea,:

2

olace of residence (keyword's::

Sort results by:

Name, A tC Z

This produced the two results shown below. The top result
looked promising as I knew my father was born about 1906.

flame -
lk_qh

Yea! Age Sex NeGIStlatl0fIDISNICt County
Household
T ransc not

GATENeY, Arthur 19C6 5 hl Guoltcrough
GATENCY, Arthur Wight :1377 34 N Guesbcough

Clicking on View under Household Transcript shown above
produced the census return shown on the next page.
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1911 census  household transcription

Person: 1111TENEI0, *nate
Addrems: 31 yeoman St Rocks, 00,1/4.01,,.

COSEC
Tou AP 0e ..71.ts Red 17 s'ePts k- a -arsc-ptt v-cl 1,7 c'ed.ts eth -.se unteas sop nave

 "'saga search itatell 1911 a001955 searcE redefine Portent warm
Original

Condition/
Name Relation Yrs ,,,.rued Sex Ape eer Ocilligatben where Born image

GATEPOST. Anna, Pinght veer 3.1 1677 Steel Works Clerk Yorks MaktlestroupP

GATeryere Ann. Elisabeth Pi.te Ma ,e..t 35 11376 Socks Middlesfraign

GATENIST John Menden Son PI 13 1903 School Top MakIlestethsps

GATENETt sathold nesSoc Son . 6 1905 ScSool Seek, mmkketwougs

G.699N69, Art,,,,, So., M S 1906 School Torts eOddle.Wwyl

GATINIS, William Seaman Son M 0 (11 MONTHS) 1911 orb lacks,

MEW

YEW

YEYY

VIM

I knew that this was definitely my father's family because I knew
that he had brothers John, Harold and William. I also new that
the family had lived at Redcar at some stage. I now knew the full
names of my grandparents, their address in 1911, the years they
were born and married. Also my grandfather's occupation as a
Steel Works Clerk.

This information should be enough to obtain the birth and
marriage certificates of my grandparents; then to go back in time
to obtain the certificates of great grandparents, etc. (This would
cover births, marriages and deaths as far back as 1837).

The 1991 census transcription above showed that they hac been
married for 9 years in 1911, putting their marriage year at about
1902. Dates like this may only be approximate.

We now select Births, Marriages 84 Deaths from the

findmypast.co.uk menu bar. After selecting Marriages as the
event type as shown on the next page, an estimated date range
is selected as 1901-1903.

As you can see on the next page, you can specify the quarters of
the year when you think an event such as a marriage might have
occurred. By default you will get lists of results from every quarter
starting with Jan -Feb -Mar and ending with Oct -Nov -Dec.
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8 Births, Marriages and Deaths

Home Family Trees Births, Marriages & Deaths Census Migration Military

Search 1837 to 1983 - Birth. Marriage and Death indexes
enter search criteria search tips

Living R

Select an event from the drop down list

Event type: " Marriages

Select the date range. This can be a maximum of ten consecutive years between 1837 and 1983.

Date range - from: Quarter: Jan -Feb -Mar Year: 1901

Date range -to: Quarter: Oct -Nov -Dec . Year: 1903

Please enter at least 2 letters of the last name and optionally a first name

First name: ARTHUR (optional)

Last name: " GATENBY

Now click search. Mandatory fields indicated by a *.

(minimum 2 lette-s)

I CLEAR SEARCH

First name is optional when entering the
search criteria. A sample of the results of the above search is
shown below. Each line of results such as
GARRETT GEORGE shown below, represents a page of
marriages. The marriage of anyone called GATENBY married in
that quarter will be listed somewhere on that page.

Your search results
Your search returned 12 results
Event: Marriages
Last name:Gatenby

Date range: Jan -Feb -Mar 1901 to Oct -Nov -Dec 1903
Fist name. Arthur

11011211.11111E01

C=I

First name on page Last name on page year Quarter
GARRETT, Minnie Grace GEORGE, Mi-iam Beatrice 1901 Jar -Feb -Mar VIEW

GARUCK, Ernest GATES, Mabel 1901 Ap--May-Jun MI
GARRATT, William Herbert GAZE, William Albert :90: Jul -Aug -Sep VIEW

GARNETT, Charles Joseph GAUNT, William 1901 Oc-Nov-Dec YAW

GARNER, Emily GAYTHVYA1TE, Margaret 1902 Jar -FebMar VIEW

GARSTANG, Many GELOARD, Jane Ann 1902 Ap--May-Jur VIEW

GARTSIDE, Ernest GELDER, Annie 1902 Jul-AugSep VIEW
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To display the first page of marriages for Jan -Feb -Mar click
VIEW on the right-hand side of the results list shown at the
bottom of the previous page. Now scan the results on the screen
and try to find the marriage you are interested in. (Similarly for a
birth or death). You may need to use the zoom buttons to make
the text more readable, as discussed in the last chapter. It may
also be necessary to scroll the image by dragging to view every
record on the page. If you have downloaded the LIZARDTECH
enhanced viewer (also discussed in Chapter 6) you can use the
horizontal and vertical scroll bars on the bottom and right of the
viewer, as shown below.

 14.4,140...4a if 04 \Wry.  Des* Orqal bow llonal 94141o144 barn. IM L7 -a 1.4

140104/les 0001 444101 On Nov Ow 1901
GAME TT. Modes 104006 GAUNT. Willem

.40.a.,0 cnrdes 119

SS;11/1X11501 irj elp A :4. ri ,±) wk.  0
vverogr TS Saab. lakmap I  144I1054.4 P. - Casarla - OSP. St 110Cathie 101, fas - ?anima .. 106414 1. 14

111.444...O41411 11a. ISM

t 1:41 4.416411 04.-- Orme . Zadlieniald I 610
1160L itra I. yrs

lb. 1013 54=44... -014mar
I\ 101

NU St Ill4 .It INL 114.

106 519rbnist it 74 lb 014Iperne. 4. INS I. 791I  1194 -- blurb Mb... /14444 I. 7141 a IN It SI.4 ba4varb It an
lynrieb 4. 1944 41446.0

450644. Ia g:1. SI 11.. intleretm_0000 1. SS11 .11074 /. 666W Han 4.
0010.10.

.

Clow 4.babacuomuladie1114

Lm15144.444111

1:"J

1.1Ownur. 1.11 it 144Oro. Alm 714.7 _ 11.4 411- Mashed. Jr. wry I I. 1011Harr, loop.. IL Ilanala. 1. 144
Oars,

11 114Ocrurcorft, 41110010400104.4 1  t204-- Yaw laamasur I a Mt144,1444 Log Caoaawarb 10. 4.011111414a4 h.10001 It MI
0011.0410, Amber WV. -..-1140144414' 114. 1144

7001 IM- 1041404 .... ..... i- i;;04411464 et 144

14= i! :*-1-.1.1.`urg 4.!LIo.,st Klona at SI,-Maw agar- ----Loran la 14

- Joh.

If you don't know the exact quarter when the event occurred
click Close Window shown on the right above. Now click VIEW
for the next page of results, GARLICK... ...GATES for Apr -May -
Jun as shown at the bottom of the previous page. Scan this
second page of results by eye and keep repeating this process
until you find the required event (birth, death or marriage).

I found the record of my grandparents' marriage in the Oct -Nov -
Dec quarter in 1901. I knew it was correct because my
grandfather was born in Middlesbrough and his correct full name
appeared on the 1911 census as Arthur Wright Gatenby.
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8 Births, Marriages and Deaths

The important information here is the group of characters on the
right-hand side, such as 9d. 1144 as shown below. 9d is the
volume and 1144 is the page where the marriage certificate
appears on the original Civil Records at the General Register
Office (GRO).

vuum Camberwell I d. I6381GATENRY, Arthur Wright ......Middlesbro' 9 d. 1144Emmio Leeds 9 b. 92017 t_ 98

We now have enough information to order a copy of the original
marriage certificate, as discussed shortly.

Searching for Births and Deaths
The previous pages described the method of obtaining the
indexes for a marriage certificate

The same general method is used for birth and death certificates.
After selecting Births, Marriages & Deaths from the
findmypast.co.uk menu bar, shown on page 86, select the
appropriate Search button for births or deaths. You can also use
the drop -down menu shown below in the search criteria window
to make sure the required event type is selected.

Search 1837 to 1983 - Birth, Marriage and Death indexes
enter search criteria search tips

1 Select ar event from the drcp down list

Event type: " Births

2 Select the date range.
This can be a maximum of ter

Marra®
}ars between 1837 and 1983.

Date range - from: Quarter: lan-Feb-Mar Year:

Once you've obtained the indexes such as 9d 1144 in the
example above you can order the birth, marriage or death
certificate, as discussed on the next few pages.
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Ordering Birth, Marriage and Death Certificates
Using the method jus: described I used the deaths section in
findmypast.co.uk to find the indexes for the death certificate for
my grandfather.

Gately, William E.

Gatenby, Artt.ur W.
- Clara

41.) raddington 1 a 110
42 iiarmiteeter N. 8 d 816
57 Guiobrot 9 a 640LA I

A similar search for my grandfather in the births produced the
following result.

UATiLtY, Jobn ramcn ritoinesuro Yfl. D31

OATINIY, Atthut 1Vnght 1iiddleibro' 9 d, 617- Oconee Robinson, Think 94, 406

On the right-hand side of the

findmypast.co.uk screen. click the link

order BMD certificates, as shown on
the right. A screen appears providing a
link to order BMD certificates online from
the General Register Office (GRO).

useful lirlirMsreir
payment optiong
getting started
knowledge base
order MD
certificates

Order BMD Certificates
A certified copy of a birth marriage or death certificate

can be ordered online from the cleneral Register Office (GRO)

This service is available both to UK and non -UK residents

and covers births marriages and deaths registered in

England and Wales as well as certain registrations overseas

Details are also given for ordering
certificates by post or e-mail. I have
ordered certificates online many
times and they have always arrived
in the post within a few days.

General Register Office

PO Box 2

Southport

Merseyside

PR8 2JD

certilcate.services.ews.astaov.uli
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8 Births, Marriages and Deaths

After you select the link General Register Office (GRO) shown on
the previous page, you are automatically connected to the
Government's Directgov Web site at www.direct.gov.uk. This
includes help in researching your family history, as shown on the
left-hand panel below. On the right is the link needed to Order a
birth, marriage or death certificate.

Researching family history

First steps in researching your family
history

o Researching family history using official
records

Using the General Register Office to
research family history

Birth, marriage and death
certificates

Order a birth, marriage or death
certificate

o Order an adoption certificate
Order a civil partnership certificate

o More on ordenng certificates

After you click the link above, the next screen gives more
information about the methods and costs of ordering certificates.

Ordering certificates online

You can order births (full certificate only), mamage or death certificates online from
1837 onwards providing you have the General Register Office index reference, If you do
not have the reference, you can order certificates for events from 1900 if you know
the exact date of the event.

You can find out more about using General Register Office index reference in the article
below.

Extra copies of the same certificate can be issued at the same time for all applications.
There is a fee of £9.2S for standard service and £23.40 for pnonty service.

 Using the General Register Office to research family tustor:

r Order certificates online

Now click Order certificates online shown above and the
General Register Office Web site opens at www.gro.gov.uk. The
first time you use the service you need to select Registration
and enter details such as your name and address, e-mail
address and a password.

After selecting the type of certificate required and the year in
which the event was registered, you then enter the indexes you
found in your searches of the original records. On the next page I
have entered the indexes for my grandfather's birh certificate.
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Particulars of the person whose certificate is required

Year birth was registered

Surname at birth

Forenames;

Year

Quarter'

District name'

Volume Number'

Page Number

1376

Gainey

Arthi

Reference information from GRO Index

1876

Oct. Nov. Dec -

laddlesbro

9d

Select the type of service - despatched next working day or
fourth working day at a cost of £23.40 or £9.25 respectively.
Then check the details and pay by credit or debit card.
Depending on the sending option you choose, a certified copy of
the certificate will soon be arriving through your letter box.

.1/ 1,11, of YIY 11 4.1,11,1 It1.1,1114 fo.

H 491,1.2

Paliddlosbn"1/0
41 YEA

1
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Information Obtained from Certificates
I have copied the 1841-1901 information below from the birth
and marriage certificates of my ancestors in the Gatenby line.
All of the certificates were obtained by searching the GRO
records using findmypast.co.uk and then ordering online.

Great great grandparents

1816 Birth Jonathan (birth year deduced from marriage certificate).

1841 Marriage Jonathan, 25 mariner of Sleights, father William, farmer.

Ann Wright, 25, spinster of Sleights.
Father Joseph Wright, farmer. Married at Whitby.

Great grandparents

1852 Birth John, mother Ann, formerly Wright.

Father Jonathan, a sailor, Lower East St, Middlesbro'.

1875 Marriage John, 23. accountant of Lower East St, Middlesbro'.
Father Jonathan (deceased), sea captain.

Mary Heslop, 21, spinster. Father Thomas Heslop,
shoemaker, Hutton Rudby. Married at Stokesley.

Grandparents

1876 Birth Arthur, mother Mary, formerly Heslop.

Father John, a clerk of 73, Monkland St, Middlesbro'.

1901 Marriage Arthur, 25, accountant, 10, Borough Rd West,
Middlesbro'. Father John (deceased) accountant.

Annie Elizabeth Hebden, spinster, of Middlesbro'.
Father John Hebden, mariner. Married at Middlesbro'.
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The following information may be included on birth, marriage
and death certificates

Birth Certificate

Name and sex of child

Date and place of birth

Name of father

Occupation of father

Name and maiden name of mother

Signature, description, residence of informant.

Marriage Certificate

Names of bride 3nd groom

Ages and conditions of bride and groom

Date and place of marriage

Occupations of bride and groom

Residences of bride and groom

Fathers' names and occupations.

Death Certificate

Date and place of death

Name and sex cf deceased, maiden surname if female

Address

Date and place of birth

Occupation

Cause of death

Name of spouse (if applicable)

Name and qualification of informant.
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Summary
The birth, marriage or death certificates of your relatives
provide the information to start searching the General
Registers of births, marriages and deaths.

The census records discussed in the Chapter 6 can also
be used as a starting point to trace your family
members. For example, if you know the name of a
person and where they lived, you should find their
household in one or more censuses from 1841 to 1911.

To be sure it is the right household, you might recognise
the names of other members of the family, such as
brothers and sisters of your parents or grandparents.
The census gives the names, dates and places of birth
of everyone in the household.

You can now use this data to search the births GRO
images in a Web site like findmypast.co.uk. Scan these
quarterly sheets by eye until you find the name and
place of birth you require. This will give you an index for
the birth certificate, which can now be ordered online.

With the birth certificate, you now have the names of
both parents, including mother's maiden name and
occupation of the father. Successively go back in time
searching the General Registers of births, deaths and
marriages to 1837, the start of General Registration.

Marriage and death certificates are obtained in the same
way as birth certificates. Details of a bride's father given
on the marriage certificate enable you to use the
General Registers and censuses to explore the female
branches of a family.

Online research gave me the names, occupations and the
places where grandparents, great grandparerts and great,
great, grandparents lived and were born. I would not have
found this information by traditional methods of research.
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Obtaining a
Death Certificate

Introduction
Chapter 6 showed how findmypast.co.uk and the Census

records can be used to find out a lot of information about
households, with "snapshots" taken every ten years from 1841 to
1911. From the cersuses I was able to discover that my
grandfather Christopher Walls was born in Dumfries in Scotland
1865 or 1866. (Both years were given on different censuses;
birth years are not always exact because, for example, a birth

late in one year may not be registered until the following year.)

The 1911 census extract below also showed that my

grandparents had been married 26 years, making the year of
their marriage about 1885.

0 SCP165

Coadition/ Dui%
Name Renato.. Yrs teamed Sex Ape Year Occupant,. Where Sant

WALLS, Chnstoplwr Mead
Marred
26 yaws

M 46 :865 Wn.restcre na,d 5-eake, Durables

WALLS, Mary it/V1 WO!
Mw-ned
76 .&A,

*3 1568 FIIImg

From the censuses you should be able to extract a person's
name, year of birth and marriage (if applicable) and the place
where they were born. Then you can enter these details into a
Web site like findmypast.co.uk and obtain the General Register
Office (GRO) indexes and order the birth or marriage certificates.
If you know the approximate date of scmeone's death, you can
order a death certificate in the same way.

As the censuses only record information about people living at a
particular time, I had ro idea of when my grandfather died. He
was 46 years old in 19'1, but may well have lived for another 30

or 40 years after that.
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9 Obtaining a Death Certificate

The General Register Office Indexes
The GRO indexes of births, deaths and marriages are presented
on the screen as typed sheets, as shown in the example below.

rat

44n

 .
- 4.0-  L.
- 1 6.
- Nara a.

111661. :Leo
:a.... 1

.0111:14.

1.

wl

tole SIMI= Y rt1. al.01 ye was. 3,,

IQ WI= W
1 661,14 1. 1441i to

444.41
U . 11

114440
1. 1i110.6 1

r ;;;;:7w" 41

*; I..1 1
1i r.Ztn-

....,....
9

1.s.. 16

6

16.61.10 101 1.,

::::;
...or, q1Y0

11..k.....
.

11, ,
6.....11 I

i1: 1011
.4.61.111
14.5.14.
0....411.

1 1 t

IA Utaw w.11, 61 .7...,. %ma:
II .4. 7.13 41.114.4 le .41..0.14646. J 6.  1.11.611galls.. ...so 6:

311

11 66 1MUM, 61.11 1.4.- MY. 13
:. :

...Sills. : 1.11161..e. 11-.011. Si ::::TV::.- 10.44W.. 1*. 4 ra-- 7fulaIt 1.41,44.- mot.,
Ye... I. :1 tr.:11.- 6.0 1

- 61.111 11
.... M11.1110, 7L.1:!. Mel. ,.......,..111.1 )....e.- 1115.611.1 i 11....1111..

1111.44 3 Pan..1.1414-lit
-4. I. 14 :; . 16

44 0..411
- .10-..44. t ...: aos. v....

Each sheet above represents the deaths for one quarter of a
year, for names within a certain alphabetic range. The sheet
above covers July, August and September 1937, for names
beginning with the letters WAL. To find a death index over say a
30 or 40 year period you might have to scan by eye well over 100
similar sheets until you found the one you want. Each sheet
viewed would have to paid for and then the most likely death
certificates would have to be ordered.

The problem is that the death records for each person above are
not separate entities which can be searched by computer. They
are all just part of a single scanned image, like a photograph.

The Web sites FreeBMD and Ancestry.co.uk provide transcribed
GRO indexes which are searchable by computer as discussed
on the following pages. Transcribing the indexes by the
volunteers of FreeBMD is an ongoing process, so some pages of
records may not yet be available for computerised searching. At
the time of writing approximately 200 million records have been
transcribed.
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FreeBMD
FreeBMD is a charitable Web site created by tnousands of
volunteers whose aim is to make the indexes searchable, free of
charge. So instead of scanning the original record sheets on the
screen by eye until you find the one you want, the FreeBMD

search facility will quickly find the indexes for you. -his is

because the volunteers have undertaken the massive task of
transcribing the indexes into a form readable by computer

You can open the FreeBMD Web site by entering the address
into a Web browser such as Internet Explorer.

FreeBMD Home Page - Windows Internet Explorer

1130  cf; http liwww.freebmd.org.ulc'

(To save time you can usually miss out the http://www. part of
the Web site address. also known as a URL or "Uniform
Resource Locator".)

The FreeBMD Web site opens at the Home Page, as shown
below. There are links to associatec Web sites such as
FreeCEN, FreeREG (parish registers) and alsc to Ancestry.co.uk
and findmypast.co.uk..

FreeBMD is sponsored by the RootsWeb, Ancestry.co.uk and The
Bunker Web sites.

eiderthentret
J.,.

omr to 1 rerk1N11)

Fm-8,41)ne.y. Omen, the.. i Mee,.rbc the OA 8...eritoo wire of Wit, ormeir...1 &air to Eyed ...a Was tad to
err Immure et% v ebt erimnbed re. ord. h n  pea , tor erelIGEN heat, Acl an add. F..<S1N daa) tod 1rerREC, ;Pert Renter
to ...bebr m md. the M r w ta bor. trenbra r, 1-rceBb(1) cia us the bed bomo. brie

Ile mord. ne brim morn., sod dr.,.  an dined it 1837 sed  one of the mei ipiume mom.. for peirei...81 emeark Ile era.etas die
rr.ordi n red . by tram. de.i.aerd ...oral ma commie. Wet eitamim ry ar penod 111.1` 1913 PLUME %OTC RE HAVE 7...01 VET
TRANSCRIBED Mt W1/011.1 MOLL A hnetioltin by emit it Melt 4111 be inVedirat

Search WeVi rjriormatiod Join Frs./14717 Iri-Tenscr.beq-'117;
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9 Obtaining a Death Certificate

Searching With FreeBMD
Enter the surname and first name(s) of the person as shown
below. You must also select one of the types of search, births.
marriages or deaths; selecting All Types will produce indexes for
all of the available records for a person.

MEM
T 1x

Be9,s
Deaths
Manages

Summar Wales

name(s) cnnsloplwar

%you, Mother orname

%wine fit name( s )

Death age De;11

Date range Mar

Vokene Page

oPfarfth

onennt 17.ou.4 r-tesei

to Dec

Mono

Exact match m first NNW

Phonetic ,each 'anew

Match only recorded ages

!sin cd
I &name'

Cenedies

AM Dian*
Abenspon (b Jun1936)
Abeecoany (tom Sep 1975)

Abilfilver07 (10 958)
Aluif)ileyes (in Jun 1936)
Abingdon
Ads (1939 Mon ni)
Akedst
Akimbo/ On Ju. lass.)
Akkovitol (Doc 1942 Mar 1974)
Midge & Brouithills (Jur;1966-Mar19 74)
Mid (Dec 1935 -Mar 1974)
Abraidi (o 1936)
Alnindord (to Sep 932)

AA Cowan',
Anglesey (to Mar 974)
Avon (from Jut 19 f4)
endlorduturn
Bookstore
Brecoodire 01140974)

When you click Find, a list of the available indexes is displayed.
In my grandfather's case only his marriage in Tynemouth in 1885
was listed as shown below. His birth was not listed because it
was in Scotland, as previously discussed.

Marriages Sep 1885 ( eg-.)

Walls Christopher Tynemouth 10b 370 t'A/'

Unfortunately Christopher's death indexes were not listed;
however, as described shortly, the indexes for his death were
subsequently found using Ancestry.co.uk, whici is associated
with FreeBMD. As mentioned earlier the indexes on FreeBMD
are completely free of charge and are part of an ongoing
process. I was not able to find Christopher's death because that
year had not yet been fully transcribed.
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Several more searches were carried cut using FreeBMD for
other ancestors and these were successful in finding the indexes.
The process is obviously much quicker 9 -an scanning the sheets
by eye. As stated before, there is no charge for searches using
FreeBMD.

Referring to the marriage record for Christopher Walls on the
previous page, clicking on the link Tynemouth opens the
GENUKI Web site, giving details about the registration district
and links to other villages and parishes in the area.

Clicking on the page number 370 shown on the previous page
displays a list of other -tames on the page including my future (in
1885) grandmother Mary Ann McKeown.

Surname Pint names) Age Ilisteict Vol Page

Marriages Sep 188i c' ..r

Ctrs ore11

NIrKeown
MORFETH
NI all,

1 dward

Star) tow
I Iszabetb

bristopber

Tvweenowtb 10b370

weluotitli 106370
Tviamnootb 10b370

Ts o .moutb 101) 370

Has otw  car, h el -41w (trod the re«rd you are Foond me purloin in a marriage hut now kwilong

seekiwe few the pose

flock here to kart, shat to do now (lick herr for more wiformabor

Ordering a Certificate
The important information on the records aoove and on the
previous page are the volume 10b and the page 370. These can
be used, together with the person's name and the date and place
of the birth, marriage cy- death, to order a certificate from the
General Register Office. Make a note of the indexes etc., before
starting to order a certificate.

At the bottom left of the screenshot above, there is a link as
shown enlarged below Click the word here to continue with the
process of ordering a certificate, as described cn the next page.

Clickli here to learn what to do now.
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9 Obtaining a Death Certificate

The FreeBMD Web page entitled Ordering Certificates opens,
including lists of the information to be found on birth, marriage
and death certificates. Then you are informed of the two sources
of certificates:

The General Register Office (GRO).

The local Register Office relevant to the certificate.

Scroll down the FreeBMD Ordering Certificates Web page and
there is a note on obtaining a certificate as shown below.

Obtaining a certificate from the GRO

For current information on fees and current ordering procedures click

You «ill need the GRO reference, that is the %Anne and page number gi% en it

To order a birth, marriage or death certificate online, click the
word here shown above. This opens the General Register Office
Web page at www.gro.gov.uk/gro/contents/.

GP
Fie Fde Vea 'vont, I uoi

on b.. numego.. .1 a1+3 ErIV, .piuf

12if - Of - as wee Snsoch

0 Crew.,  Geneel RegnIet Office (WWI - Olhoal ./anus..

Booknurk. HP Gan...00W slannopkit HP%

  - P4- si

Identity a General Register Office
Passport Service

General Register Office

Int G.., 21 0.901.' Cake ne0040 nas mono You can now inane wormier. 100 need .111. ocrowng *routs

{1/00 St(11..1.01. vnann tom no Gonsfal Rapala; Pica erosions corn cnagnag awl parinacsnro dean .000100 and comnwmotatin.
cnillcabs

Yniall2UssIdvy tot slonnason on cam marnags car oannacsnap own /000011 and abut., ccoyls and f.011.6005 as 00 as
link. wall,. Gonstal Revs*. Sc. Slams

From the General Register Office Web page click the link Order
certificates online shown above.
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This leads to the Certificate ordering service page which gives
information about what you will need to provide. Click the link
Order a certificate online now. You are now required to register
as a new user, with an e-mail address and a password. You will
need the indexes from the search in FreeBMD and the person's
name, year and place where the event was registered.

nem Offne

Identity
Passport Itarvicil

General Regrste- Office

Application for an England and Wales death
certificate

Below is an England and ales Death Certificate application 'arm for a certificate 3uoting
the GRO inder reference ni.mcer

Required fields fill De followed Dr the  character

Phrase complete the form i.nd press the SuDrnd Dutton to add the applration 10 r )111
Davit

Particulars of the person whose certificate is required

Year death was registerec

Surname of deceased 

Forenames of deceased

Reference information from GRO Index

Year

Quarter

[testi N I name 

Volume Number 

Page Number

19?'

Soled

After checking the details, select the sending option for postage
and completing the payment procedure. Depending on the
sending option chosen, a certified copy of the birth, marriage or
death certificate will arrive in the post in a few days time.
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9 Obtaining a Death Certificate

Viewing a Scan of an Original Page of Indexes

Marriages Sep 1885 49441)

Wals Christopher T. nemouth 10b3-0 Info 4/.

The spectacles icon allows you to display a copy of the
original birth, marriage or death indexes in various
formats, selected from the list on the right below.

eta

H.* wit 46 g646

Cor davit boin s
winna 6 was

. row r l4 Ter..

b cas thro woad sew Ws  a. a...4 saast tie the. row. I4 taming
n 6r sw lbot swim 10 cony

nsevtstssin 14/.0247 W

belr0 6r Woad amp 4 bowain on 6e nda dal then I. thr bra it snood
ow am it IA

the wa doe, wt "awn 6e war was raw be gylr WI the .k
Ins

Dalplar w=  lobs."
naming

v..
d r

wig
pdr

WWI. forms 6 dowse'

The original format is the one used when
the page was scanned. The gif, tif and
jpeg formats can be viewed on many
standard Windows programs. A pdf file
(portable document format) is opened in
the program Adobe Reader, which can be
downloaded free from www.adobe.co.uk. After
the original, shown on the left above, you can either Open or
Save the file in your chosen format. Shown below is part of the
page of marriage indexes for July, August and September 1885.
This has been opened as a pdf file in Adobe Reader. You can
view a page of indexes, zoom in and out and save a copy of the
original document but you can't change or edit the page.

I hpla% an in follow*
format

selecting View

1 sow Do...,....... Task Wald., Hdp

41)- i I ,1   nos. =. .:1

MS MARRIAGES registered in July, August, and September 1E1115.
,...., r. p.p.

---W -
1.111n. .. ....ANN. .

AsWiallow
Sodas Mei..

WoosAltbsid . Oldham ed. 03
_y_....., ..___ ''''''' ..' r..Wswaw Zola _ By 0 a. 1101
........ Imp labawon I b. 10-.. Worths Ass-M. a.a. ,FTW I Or. 03

b. 1104,.."2 .b. {71
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-- Throw W altsr HIsetthsb I. 111
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adoliwa 1117brolsa {a a 12

1 d. 64-W dawn Thom. St Glas H. So. 1 a. SID- .
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Obtaining a Death Certificate 9

Ancestry.co.uk
This Web site allows you to search all of the census records form
1841 to 1901 and all Civil Registration records of births,

marriages and deaths from 1837 to 2005. There are also military
and immigration and emigration records.

ant ...sir)

IM Ark on Cononorso wrong Conn.

Get Started on Ancestry co. uk

Try these three easy step

I. taw atm to Wow no an were Orr* ow Pallmsw stnrev bsdr

2. Minters n woe net mend new orkreoun
WM screws:On Or sloth as nisi NMIrsa.
e.t.a MA de LARSSON&

3. los. Wers.u.s.crids trelarriesSetwor..

Add rhea you lid so so, two wwl 6rep

A/1 -e. u,npening at Ancestry.co.uk

FIND THE
NON -CONFORMIST
IN YOUR FAMILY

rryo--. 1111111Mill

OW KAMP is

1111:21=1=1

What
Anrestry.ro uk?

*Ow so. moo Von a Onall
the =WI Wort oho

Oolle OM. wrote or.oll
.Naomi wool In nhatok too.
none a-- 1.111111.0P
oronoor r 'nib.

ono Ann., wain

itt197,1,4re
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galIMILlia.COCY- odhaaleM non
A.MIK/CM1111.111kIllit...aakaii
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..COM/LIMONLIONINSIMINNiattlin nan

Record Collections

IC Comm Mood.
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Birth,
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Copyright © Ancestry.com. All Rights Reserved.

This copyright notice also applies to the screenshots in the
next 3 pages, capturec from the Ancestry.co.uk Web site.

The birth, marriage and death indexes have been transcribed so
that you can now search for a name and an event using the
computer, rather than having to go through pages of records on
the screen, scanning by eye until you find the entry you want.
Ancestry.co.uk uses the FreeBMD transcribed indexes from 1837
to 1915 and its own transcribed indexes from 1916 to 2005.

Deaths

Deaths 1837 - 1913 ftransoesed tr. Free8610'

Deaths 1916 - 2003 ftranscristi

DeatitS are kik searchable by hare ind you wi find ridwdual matches ri these allections.
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9 Obtaining a Death Certificate

I was trying to obtain the death certificate of my grandfather.
Christopher Walls, but this could have occurred in any year
between 1911 and about 1940. Scanning the death indexes (four
sheets per year) would be a massive task and also expensive,
since you have to pay for each page viewed. The transcribed
records. searchable by computer, should save all of this effort.

The Ancestry.co.uk Home Page is opened by entering its
address into the Address Bar of a browser such as Internet
Explorer, as shown below.

411 England & Wales Birth Marriage and Death Indexes 1837-2%5 - Ancestry.co.uk

h tt p ancest r,

From the Home Page you can select either Search or Search
All Records. If you enter a person's name into Search All
Records you will be given a list of all of the occurrences of their
name in all of the registers - births, marriages, deaths, census
records and any other record collections. As I was looking for the
indexes to order a death certificate I went straight to the Birth,
Marriage & Death search and then narrowed it down by
searching in the England & Wales Death Index: 1916 - 2005.

alit'edit r)

rovIr  ,

" t .

-,vng contr. r,.

Birth, Marriage gr Death
rix,Tra,,...,:zez1.1...=. ONO, WIN Ink. t.4 s hall

I  1.1.1A/12

Waif

arIA lavenbor

-malT111

Braaasllasia
ilasr

iNIMINII111111111111111

Featured data collodium
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Obtaining a Death Certificate 9

A large number of deaths were found under the name
Christopher Walls but the first one shown below looked a good
bet. This is because I knew that my mother's family eventually
finished up in the North Riding of Yorkshire and also that my
father originated from Middlesbrough.

ti Christopher 1937 Middlesbrough Yorkshire .*
Record Walls North Wong

v ,e .., Christopher 1917 Wolverhampton Staffordshire .x Air

R.,:c.:.,d Walls

Chnstopher 1917 brenttorc Middlesex x rir
k ..,c . , 1 Was

Chnstopher 1936 Wigan Lancashire

J Walls

Clicking on the link View Record above displays the fully
transcribed record as shown below, with the indexes, etc.,

needed to order a death certificate.

Er d & Wales, Death Index: 1916-2005

Namr cbristoplier Walls

Death Registration 1937

Month/Year:

Age at death 72

(estimated)

Registration district Middlesbrough

Inferred County Yorkshire North Riding

Volume 9d

Page 569

,,err onainal
a s

Save This Record

Attach this record to a person in your tree as a scurce record, or save fcr

later evaluation.

Save S
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9 Obtaining a Death Certificate

There is a link on the previous window to view the original
scanned image of the page of deaths. There is also an
icon to display the original image on the extreme right of
the transcribed record shown below.

Vr

iew Chnstopher 1937 Middlesbrough Yorkshire 40
ecorl Walls North Riding

Ordering a Certificate

Click the icon shown on the right and on the record for
Christopher Walls above. The ancestryshop order form
opens as shown below with some of the details already
entered. Now, if not entered automatically, enter the year of the
birth, marriage or death and the district, volume and page
number from the record, as shown on the previous page.

ancestry "IP
OrderOrder Detads

Death Certificate Order Details
Please be advised that we can only supply Births, Deaths and Mamage certificates hoes England and Wales.
Certificates can be obtained hoe' 1837 to 18 months poor to the present date.

Partly Wars of the person whose Death ( ertilii ate is required

..101.0110 of

Forename) s' of Deceased 

Walk

Chnstopho,

Reference Information from GRO Index

Duarte, 

ItNct Name 

Volume Number 

Page Number 

3

Middlesbrough

9d

559

You also need to select the type of postal delivery (standard or
express) before clicking Continue and completing the order with
your personal details and banker's card details.
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Obtaining a Death Certificate 9

The Death Certificate
A copy of the death certificate arrived in the post a few days
later. Fortunately the deceased Christopher Walls was indeed my
grandfather, since everything on the certificate tallied, such as
his age in 1937 and his former occupation. The informant was
one of my uncles and the area where Christopher Walls had died
was one I had visited briefly as a child to meet various relatives.

  I    I 0,

 0
[ a Om..  1110011...

d LA*
0.. 0.. 4--  -

0. 41 410.,/

aw.01,

 N.

:Nt 4  

/  11..

 0

The information on the above death certificate includes:

The date and place of death.

The name, sex and age of the deceased.

The occupation of the deceased.

The cause of death.

The signature, address and description of the

informant, who may have been present at the death.

Some death certificates also include the date and place of birth
of the deceased and also the name of their spouse, if applicable.
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9 Obtaining a Death Certificate

Results of Online Searching
Initially all I knew of my grandfather was his surname, Walls, and the
names of some of his children. Using only online searching and BMD
certificates ordered online, I found the following:

1865 Birth Record
Christopher Walls, born 9, Church St, Maxwelltown, Dumfries

Father: William (b. Scotland) Mother Elizabeth (b. Ireland).

1871 Census England and Wales
Age 6. Living at Tynemouth, with parents and 5 lodgers.

1881 Census England and Wales
Age 16. Living at Tynemouth with parents. Road labourer.

1885 Marriage Certificate
Married Mary Ann McKeown at Tynemouth. Working as a shipyard
labourer.

1888 and 1890 Birth Records
Children Sarah Walls and William Walls born at Lumphinnins,

Ballingry, County of Fife, Scotland.

1891 Census England and Wales
Living with wife and children at 12, Town Street, Gateshead,
Durham. Working as a general labourer.

1901 Census England and Wales
Living with wife and 5 children at Blue Row, Embleton, Alnwick,
Northumberland. Working as whinstone breaker in a quarry.

1911 Census England and Wales
Living with wife and 7 children at Ritton Whitehouse, Ewesley,
Rothbury, near Morpeth, Northumberland. Working in a quarry.

1937 Death Certificate
Died at North Ormesby Hospital , Middlesbrough aged 72

All census records above were obtained using findmypast.co.uk.
Scottish birth records were extracted using ScotlandsPeople. English

birth and marriage certificates were obtained by first obtaining GRO
indexes using findmypast.co.uk and then ordering by post from the
General Register Office. Christopher Walls' death certificate was
ordered after obtaining the GRO indexes using FreeBMD and
Ancestry.co.uk. GENUKI, Google, Google Maps and Google Street
View were used to find information about places.
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10
Loose Ends

This chapter attempts to investigate a few of the stories and
possible connections in our families and ends with a summary of
what I believe has been achieved by this online journey.

Exploring the Nautical Connection
My father, Arthur, grew up by the sea in Yorkshire and was
involved with boats from an early age. Both he and his brother
Ronald spent many years in the merchant navy, my father as an
engineer officer and Ronald as a chief engineer. Living in

landlocked Derbyshire myself I had never had a close
association with the sea; however, while looking through the
various birth and marriage certificates in my father's family I

discovered that my great grandfather John Hebden was listed as
a mariner, shown on the right
and below.

111!!!w -:.d 4.,64,47,
I

OP*: Aze.. 4_.4
SS .00

114 Z4. ifA L.

One generation farther back
than John Hebden, my great,
great, grandfather Jonathan is
listed at his son John's marriage
as a sea captain (deceased).

4.- 4.   /; 

it Moths* solesawis34  r- i..-  -.6 - Y. taw - of v iA Made army. A1- -

. _ 7:39-"- ... I :.iieuri.taiii

. ./'017:4# ", ... -. .. fj, :fr /  ' ' ' '
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10 Loose Ends

It was perhaps a sign of those times that when my grandfather
Arthur Wright Gatenby and great grandfather John were both
married in their twenties, as shown on their marriage certificates
on the previous page, both of their fathers were already dead.

Records sent to me by a relative indicated that prior to

Jonathan's birth at Egton in 1817 or 1818 many of my relatives
were centred around Whitby on the East Coast of Yorkshire.

I used the GENUKI Web site to find out about the history of
Whitby. a busy fishing port, particularly whaling. Entering the
name of a place like Whitby into GENUKI also reveals a wealth
of other information, such as the 13th century ruined abbey and
also the fact that Whitby was used for the setting of the film of
Count Dracula by Bram Stoker.

Documents 1 20 of 1350 matches. \lore *'s indicate a better match.

I. GENIJKI: Whitby- \luster Rolls for 1747 (Old Style)
**** 2. GENLIKI: AN-hitby \luster Rolls for 1747 (Old Stvle)

3. GENUKI: WhitbY Parish information from Balmers' 1890.
* 4. GEN-LIKE Whitby- Parish information from Billmers' 1890.

t* 5. GENL-KI: Whitby History

However, as I was interested in finding out about rry forebears in
Whitby I put Gatenby and Whitby into Google.

Go, Nle Gatenby Whitby Search

The link which appeared at the top of the list of search results is
shown below. Clicking on this link displayed the memorial
inscription for St. Mary's, Whitby, shown on the next page.

Print Page - Memorial inscription St 1.1an,'s Whitt
27 May 1716 Mary bastard d of Deborah Gatenhy Whitby ... 26 April 1/41 John and Thomas
twin s of Joseph Gatenby sailor of VVhdby
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25 May 1712 John s of Sohn Gatenby Whitby
12 April 1713 Hester d of Deborah Gatenby Whitby
27 May 1716 Mary bastard d of Deborah Gatenby Whitby
3 June 1716 Judith d of kiln Gatenby sailor Whitby
13 July 1718 Richard s of John Gatenby sailor Whitby
17 Dec 1729 William s of Joseph Gatenby Whitby
11 Jan 1735/6 Joseph s of Joseph Gatenby Whitby
6 Jan 1733/4 James s of Joseph Gatenby Whitby
26 Apnl 1741 John and Thomas twin s of Joseph Gatenby sailor of Whitby
24 June 1744 Ann d of Joseph Gatenby Sailor of Whitby
27 June 1741 Thomas s of Joseph Gatenby sailor Whitby
23 Dec 1746 John s of Joseph Gatenby sailor Whitby
5 Nov 1774 Joseph s of Joseph and Mary (tidewaiter) born 3rd Whitby
19 Jan 1806 Joseph Gatenby Pilot 80 years Whitby

John Gatenby at the top of the list above, born Whitby 25 May
1712, appears to be my ancestor John Gatenby, listed on my
relative's records but born on the 28th -lot 25th May 1712, an
easy error to make. Mos: of the men listed above were employed

at sea in some capacity; 6 were sailors and one a pilot

responsible for navigating ships into the harbour. Joseph, the
tidewaiter was apparently a customs officer who boarded ships to
enforce the law. The status of Mary shown above wculd no doubt
be described in a more sympathetic way in the 21st Century.

By entering searches such as J Gatenby Mariner into Coogle I
was able to find that a J Gatenby sailed with Captain Cook

(himself raised near Whitby) on his ship the Discovery. Also that
a Captain J Gatenby was the master on the ship Nimroud of
Scarborough taking emigrants to a new life in Australia in1855.

Mariners and ships in Australian Waters
NIMROUD

SHIP OF SCARBORO, J. GATENBY MASTER. BURTHEN 1022 TONS
FROM THE PORT OF LONDON TO SYDNEY NEW SOUTH WALES. 18TH OCTOBER 1855

rwakle raven Slate°. Age (II what Nation MAW. I WI Irt 
11.1111l

TENt:Y I CAPTAIN l Kt ...,

kASEk T MATE 26 G. B. CREW

RALD WM. 1A/4ES 2ND MATE 32 G. B. CREW

WNEY k. C. SURGEON 29 G. B. CREW
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10 Loose Ends

Emigration
I could not be certain that the J Gatenby who sailed with Captain
Cook on the Discovery or the Captain of the ship Nimroud taking
immigrants to Australia were my close relatives. However, I had
found enough evidence to be sure that many of my ancestors
were involved with the sea.

Many people left England for a new life in Australia, New Zealand
and Canada. Some of these immigrants prospered, such as my
father's brother Harold Heslop Gatenby, who went to Canada in
1927 aged 22. Using the Migration / Passenger Lists Leaving
UK 1890-1960 feature in findmypast.co.uk I was able to find the
original record for Harold's voyage, as shown below

1 , A g.
4,1d ., ste), QaC /

--e.k 4( ,4,4.46i 
_1

4Cat

The fully transcribed record of Harold's voyage is shown below.
His wife, Maude Mary, aged 20 years followed in September of
the same year in the Albertic bound for Montreal.

passenger transcript details
Name:
Date of departure:
Port of departure:
Passenger destination port
Passenger destination:
Date of Birth:
Age:
Marital status:
Sex:
Occupation:
Passenger recorded on:

Harold H GATENBY
1 June 1927
Liverpool
Quebec, Canada
Quebec, Canada
1905 (calculated from age)
22

Male
Steelworker
Page 1 of 12

PRINTER FRIENDLY VERSiON

Ship:
Official Number:
Master's name:
Steamship Line:
Where bound:
Square feet:
Registered tonnage:
Passengers or voyage

CALGAR1C
110579
1 Kearney
White Star
Montreal, Canada
10701
16063
231

REPORT TRANSCiturnoN CHANGE

As shown in Mark Gatenby's family tree on page 2, Harold and
Maude went on to produce a substantial Canadian family of their
own and, as far as I know, never returned to England.
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Loose Ends 10

Grandma in the Workhouse?
I had found plenty of evidence about my maternal grandmother
from her marriage certificate dated 1885 and in the subsequent
censuses up to 1911. However, I was unable to find any record
of her in the censuses for 1871 and 1881, when she should have
been living in the Newcastle area, where she was born in 1867.
However, there was a girl of the right age listed in the Tynemouth
Union Workhouse in the 1881 Census; the only problem was that
her name was given as Mary McKune, not Mary McKeown, as
given on the marriage certificate and on the various censuses.

F

Household Record
5earch result8 I Dgyeolazi

Household:

YVilharn MAY Inmate 14 Male 4 Newcastle Tyne Northumberland England Clerb

North Shields Northirnterland EnglandJosech HAGUE Inmate Male 1? Wider
North Slrelds Nerihumberland EnglandAguas OSBORN Inmate Female 8 Schdar

John WARD Inmate 14 Male 11 Wand Masons labourer

Mira MILLER Inmate F emote 14 liodh Shields Nadhurnberland England Scldar
Inmate Female 14 North Siselds Neathumtertand England Schaaf

Inmate F emale 11 North Shields humbedand E Schciar

However, it does seem quite likely that this was my grandmother
since four years after this 1881 Census, my grandmother was
married at Tynemouth, according to the marriage certificate. By
this time she was aged 18 years, the same age as the girl in the
Tynemouth Union Workhouse would have been.

According to the marriage certificate, my grandmother's father
was already dead at her marriage in 1885 and this could explain

why she and her sister had been "inmates" (as they were called)
of the Tynemouth Union Workhouse. Also, getting married at the
age of 18 might have been a way to escape the workhouse. The

difference in spelling of the name is not too surprising in those
times of limited educational opportunity - my grandfather had to
use a cross for his "signature" on their marriage certificate.
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10 Loose Ends

Famous Names
Most of us would probably like to think we were connected to
someone famous, successful or perhaps even notorious. In Jill's
family there is a widely held view that they are related to Dr.
Samuel Johnson, creator of the first dictionary and the subject of
James Boswell's biography "Life of Samuel Johnson".

Samuel Johnson

Doctor Johnson's father Michael (born 1658) and his grandfather
William lived in a very small hamlet called Great Cubley in
Derbyshire. Jill's ancestors, also called Johnson, lived at the
same time a stone's throw away in the neighbcuring hamlet of
Mockley, between the parishes of Cubley and Sudbury. It was a
very sparsely populated rural area, so the chances of Jill's
ancestors being related to Samuel Johnson's family seem quite
strong. Typing Samuel Johnson into Google produces a wealth
of information about the great man.

Unfortunately the main genealogy Web sites do not generally go
back this far in time. However, from the GENUKI Web site

I

found out that the church records (known as Bishops'
Transcripts) for Cubley and Sudbury are kept at the Lichfield
Joint Record Office. We hope to visit this office in the near future
and explore the Dr. Johnson connection further.

Andrew Gatenby

On my father's side, Andrew Gatenby was a struggling farmer
from the Whitby area of Yorkshire who emigrated to Van
Diemen's Land (Tasmania) via a farm in the Brecon Beacons. He
later became a successful landowner with several estates. apart
from being a chief police constable, well-knowr cattle breeder
and church benefactor. With his sons he founded the Penny
Royal Corn Mill, which has since become a visitor attraction and
holiday complex. Andrew's achievements can be found on
numerous Web sites by entering Andrew Gatenby Tasmania
into a search engine such as Google.

1 1 4
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Penny Royal World

Catriona shows us a very fun side o' Tass+e; and this

favourite fun park is going off.

A visit to Penny Royal World is hke 5:Ewing back into

the 19th century. Its story is of Andrew Gatenby, an

early pioneer of van Dieman's land, snd his family.

They arrived in 1823 and settled on land between

irevcy and Ross on the Isis River, hen known as

Penny Royal Creek. They built their farmhouse and

miihouse there.

Penny Royal World

Andrew Gatenby was born in 1771 in the small village of Egton,
and his wife Hannah (née Maw) was born at nearby Whitby. My
great, great grandfather Jonathan Gatenby was born at Egton in
1818. It has been suggested that Andrew Gatenby was probably
the uncle of Jonathan. Andrew died in Tasmania in 1848, aged
77, while Hannah reached 100 years of age. Their gravestones
are shown below in the family's private cemetery on their own
land in Tasmania, a far cry from their roots in the North Riding of
Yorkshire and their farm in the Brecon Beacons in Wales.

J 11.1 o.otery
HANNAH GATENBN_

ass1 id"I

This photo was taken by my cousin John Lansdale Gatenby
during a visit to relatives in Tasmania. It was then sent straight to
my computer as an e-mail attachment in the form of a ipg file.
(Also known as a JPEG file, a common photographic format).
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10 Loose Ends

What Can You Learn from Online Research?
I knew nothing of my grandfather, Christopher Walls, before
starting this research. He died before I was born, my parents
didn't talk of him and we lived in a different part of the country
from the rest of the family. Online computer research enabled
me to discover the major events in Christopher's life - where
he was born, the many places where he lived with his family,
where he worked and the date, place and cause of his death.

I discovered that Christopher was born in Scotlaid, of Scottish
and Irish parents and that both his wife's parents were Irish.
Having thought of myself as totally English, I found that of my
eight great grandparents, three were Irish and one Scottish.
Many of us probably have surprisingly mixed backgrounds;
knowing this might lead to different attitudes to other people.

I also found out that many of my ancestors were employed in
simple, traditional jobs at sea, in farming or labouring in

shipyards and quarries. Less than 100 years ago, my
grandfather Christopher Walls, unable to write his own name,
worked in quarries around Northumberland; Jill's grandfather,
James Brunt, farmed in the Staffordshire Moorlands, near the
(allegedly) lawless village of Flash. How different from the 21st
century jobs of two of their great grandsons; one (also called
James Brunt) is now the sales director in Japan for a

prestigious multi -national car company and the Honorary
British Consul for Okinawa; the other is an airline pilot flying
Boeing 737s between Europe and the Middle East.

As someone who spent many years as both a pupil and
teacher in inner city schools it was interesting to discover my
own rural roots. Having married into a farming family I no
longer felt such an outsider. Most of us should be able to find
some country cousins if we go back far enough. Realising this
should reduce the tensions which sometimes exist between
town and country dwellers. Tracing you family history online is
not expensive and may change your life - it's never too late!

1 1 6
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BP 720

Especially written for the Over 50s

How to Trace Your Ancestors Using a
Computer for the Older Generation
Finding out about our ancestors is now an extremely popular activity. With a PC
connected to the Internet you can now unlock your family history from the comfort of

your own home. This book has been especially written for the over 50's.using plain

English and avoiding technical jargon wherever possible.

Among the many practical and useful subjects covered are

The essential hardware and software requirements

Using a search engine such as Google to find information about people and places.

Descriptions of the main Genealogy Web sites and worked examples using real

family records

Interrogating the National Censuses to find where our families lived at different

times

Finding out about all the members of a household and their ages. occupations and

places of birth.

Searching the Civil Registers of Births. Marriages and Deaths to obtain the indexes

necessary to order certified copies of BMD certificates

Locating parish records and examining specialist records such as ships
passenger lists.

Using free online software to construct a family tree

Collaborating with relatives anywhere in the world using e -mails to pool and
exchange information.

Scanning old photos and documents such as marriage certificates. attaching
photos and documents to e -mails

Making free phone and video calls between computers worldwide using Skype

software downloaded for free

This book will help you get started researching your family history, be warned
however that you may enjoy this fascinating activity so much you'll find it
very difficult to stop!
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